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I

SECRETARY’S REPORT, 1942—43
The

74th Annual Meeting was held at Norwich Castle

on 15th May, 1943, at 2.30 p.m.
elected

:

—President,

Miss C.

E.

The following

Gay

;

Museum

officers

were

President-elect,

Sir

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. W. Back
Hon.
Auditor, Mr. C. R. A. Hammond, and Hon. Treasurer, Mr. F. C.
Hinde, who intimated that he was anxious that a successor
in this office should be found during the ensuing year, as he
would be unable to undertake it for a further term. The
following members were elected to serve on the Committee for
three years in the places of those retiring by rotation
Messrs.
G. Bassett Digby, E. C. Keith and A. J. Rudd, with Messrs.
G. J. Cooke and B. B. Riviere to serve for one year by coH. E.

S.

Upcher

;

;

;

option.

The Hon. Treasurer’s

was accepted and showed an
The following new members
increased favourable balance.
were elected
Mrs. Mark Taylor, Mr. H. C. Steele, Lady
Upcher, Mr. Seago and Miss J. M. Lambert.
The retiring president, Mr. A. J. Rudd, delivered an address
on “ Norfolk Rivers and Broads, with special reference to their
report

:

fishes.”

The President reported the formation of a Nature Reserves
Investigation Committee for Norfolk on March 10th, 1943, and
Major A. Buxton (Chairman) outlined the main recommendaMembers
tions which had since been made by this committee.
were asked to bring forward any suggestions they might have
for

the preservation of areas of particular interest in the

county.

Mr. G. Bassett Digby submitted a scheme for the stimulation
of more active field work and reporting of observations by

members, and asked that much more should be done by them
in

country

make known

districts to

by holding informal

local

the

w ork
r

of the Society,

meetings and encouraging young

people to put forward their natural history questions.

Transport

difficulties

excursions during the

prevented the holding of any general

summer

of 1943, but in response to

a
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suggestion received from the Foray Secretary of the British

Mycological Society, three joint excursions were held in search
of fungi as follows

— Wheatfen

Broad (September 18th and
19th) and Stratton Strawless (October 21st).
Notes on some
of the more interesting species found on these forays are given
:

under " Miscellaneous Observations.”

II

THE JUNIOR BRANCH OF THE NORFOLK AND
NORWICH NATURALISTS' SOCIETY.
Annual Report,
The Junior Branch

is

1943.

primarily intended for those young

who being at School or College are unable to attend the
meetings of the Senior Society, but others interested are
people

eligible.

The Annual Subscription

is 2s.

6d.

The present Membership numbers

75.

One new member joined during the
Owing

to

year.

war work and transport

difficulties,

only one

meeting could be held during 1943.

—

April 13th, 1943. Thirty -two members and friends met at
The Castle Museum by permission of Miss Barnard, when
Dr. Frewen Moor very kindly gave up his free afternoon
to come and give us a most interesting talk on “ Astronomy.” The demonstration of his home-made invention
for determining the position of any star at any given time,
was of great interest.
BALANCE SHEET

Year

for

ending

Receipts.

September,

1943.

Expenditure.
s.

d.

5 10
1
17

5

£

Balance from 1942 Account
15 Members’ Subscriptions

30th

6

Norfolk

Wild Bird
Committee

£

s.

1

1

Postages
Balance in hand

0

12
1
5 14 10

£7 17
£7 17

d.

Protection

11

11

Patricia H.

J.

Meade,

(Hon. Secretary).
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III

ADDRESS

PRESIDENT'S

NORFOLK FISHES
Mr. A. J. Rudd, F.Z.S., to
Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists Society, at
Delivered by

Norwich, on

A comparatively

May

members of

the

the Castle

the

Museum,

15 th, 1943

short time ago the rivers of East Norfolk

were subject to salt water influence to a far greater extent
than they are at present, but the ebb and flow of the sea up the
estuary gradually lessened and the land became more solid,
while the rivers were restricted more or less to clearly defined
channels.
less

The

and the

salinity of the enclosed waters gradually

fish

were able to move lower down stream,
all

the rivers

became

that had been confined to the upper waters

down

till

to the tidal water.

were of course great changes

in

time they occupied

At the same time there

in the vegetation,

giving place to freshwater forms.

Man

lent a

marine forms

hand

in this, for

walls were built to keep the water in the rivers from flooding

the marshes, dykes were cut to drain these marshes and mills
erected to

pump

the water from

them to the
and shrunk

rivers.

As time

went on the land became drier
considerably, so
that the marshes are in many places lower than the rivers.
Although the rivers were confined within their banks there
were many sheets of water left, some as widenings of the river
(Barton, Hoveton and Wroxham Broads), but some at a
considerable distance from the rivers (Ranworth, South
Walsham and Rockland Broads). As time went on some
broads decreased in size through the encroachment of the
reeds till they almost disappeared, as for instance Sutton
Broad. Womack Water was of considerable extent when I
was a young man, but has nearly vanished. Barton is in a
transitional stage, the reed beds covering about a third of the
water, but here they have been encouraged and have even
been planted. Rockland Broad is in even worse condition
and in summer time there is scarcely any open water owing
to the rank growth of the water soldier, and other weeds.

378
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The reason

some of the names of Norfolk rivers seems
rather obscure and the explanations given by some writers
on the subject are by no means satisfactory. Eilert Ekwall
says that Bure is a back formation of either Briston (Buresdune)
or Burgh and that Yare is a back formation of Yarmouth.
More probably Briston was named later than the Bure and
Yare is more likely to be derived from Gar (rough). He says
that Wensum was originally Waendsum, winding, but the
for

Wensum is not nearly as winding as
names Wensum and Yare should
new name would have
it

Wensum

is

think that the

I

be changed about but a

to be found for Great

the larger river

is,

the Yare.

Yarmouth.

As

stated to be a tributary

Yare and, moreover, the

from Norwich
was called Wenson in a Charter of Edward IV, 11th February,
1461 and it is so called on the Cross at Hardley, which
of the smaller

marks the

limit

of the jurisdiction of

river

Norwich Corporation.

Small streams in Norfolk are called either Hundred streams,
from their forming boundaries of hundreds, or Blackwater.
There are fourteen Blackwaters in the County.
The name is
evidently

which more

shining
bleak,

corruption of the

a

blick

German

(sheen

correctly

on

silver

old English
describes
in

the

BLiEC meaning

them

—

refining

bleach,

cf.

process)

and

blikan, to shine.

The fall in our rivers is very slight, that of the Yare from
Norwich to Yarmouth being only 4 inches to the mile, so that
the lower reaches of all three are affected by the rise and fall
of the sea which is about 6-ft. at Spring tides and 4-ft. at Neap
at Yarmouth.
Breydon Water acts as a safety valve by
taking a vast quantity

venting a sudden

water
salinity

may
at

rise

water on each flood, thus preupstream, but at some spring tides the
of

Horning and Brundall, the
these points being sometimes as much as 10 or
be

12 parts per 1000

salt

as

far

as

—sea water being 31 parts.

These

salt

tides

damaging in the late summer when the amount of
freshwater coming down the rivers is below normal. Most
fish swim upstream in advance of the salt water, but pike
do not seem to exert themselves to get away from it and
are most

therefore the mortality of these fish

is

very high.

If

the tide

a very quick one, roach and bream are caught too, but perch
do not mind a moderate amount of salt in the water in fact
is

—
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seem to prefer water which is slightly brackish as
shown by their preference for Hickling and Oulton Broads.
Travelling upstream from Yarmouth to Hickling a gradual
decrease in salinity is found on approaching Thurne Mouth
and then a gradual increase towards Hickling. The local
people say that this is due to springs in the Broad.
In fact
a salt table underlies the whole district, the water from the sea
seeping through the intervening land.
they

Despite the fact that the current of our rivers

oxygen content

is

so slow, the

and the pHf is that of rivers
rising in chalk but the nitrates and phosphates are too low for
a good growth of water fauna. The decay of the littoral
and bottom weeds produces a deep layer of mud over the bed
In some cases it goes down to a fairly
of many of the broads.
hard consistency, but in some it is so light and thin that fish
can swim through it. In any case it provides food for fish
is

quite normal

for a great part of the year.

mouths,

Fish take the

select the nutrient part of

it

mud

into their

and blow the remainder

away.

The water bloom in spring and autumn in some of the broads
but more particularly in the Ormesby group, is a curious
phenomenon. It is due to the presence of blue-green algae
(

Cyanophycece ) which

rise to

the surface as a thin scum, but the

sudden appearance and as sudden disappearance
The theory is that increased oxygen in
is not understood.
and among the' filaments of the algae in the early summer
due to more sunlight may account for its appearance and that
reason for

its

its

disappearance

may

be caused by the exhaustion of the

The scum is
decays and forms a

nutrient salts in the water.
to the shore

banks and
as

much

in

the

where

reeds.

it

It

amined one

and

is

thick deposit on the

was

H

S
2

',

to

lethal to fish, the water

being devoid of oxygen.

of 6ozs.

by the wind

gives off sulphuretted hydrogen,

as 3 parts per 100,000

creeks

carried

Of four bream ex-

7 years old; 12 ozs. 13 years old; 20ozs.

and another of the same size 15 years old. A
well fed 20-oz. bream should be about 8 years old and a 15 year
Some taken from Great Yarmouth
old should weigh 5 lbs.
waterworks reservoir were only 14 years old and weighed 7 lbs.
14 years old

each.
otc

It is

.

—

pH is scientiiic shorthand for hydrogen ion
the degree of acidity or alkalinity of the water.

concentration.
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Since the Broads district has

become the holiday resort of
many people, the traffic on the waterways has to some
extent prevented them from growing up as quickly as they did
before the advent of the holiday-makers.
This is proved by
the fact that during the war reeds have grown out from the
banks, particularly in the Bure and Ant.
Let us, when the
war is over, make the most of our broads by cutting back
the reeds
if this is not done, most of the open water may

so

;

in

another 500 years have disappeared.
In some broads the water

tures.

Burnt Fen

lies in

strata of different tempera-

perhaps the best example of this. Here the
surface water is 19°C
at 2-ft. 17°C, at 4 ft 15°C.75C, and
at 6-ft. 15°C. In Wroxham Broad the drop in temperature is
only 1°C at 7^-ft. and with a sudden fall in air temperature the
water may be as warm at the bottom as at the top. In broads,
is

;

:

especially those of the Bure, the water

is often more coloured
the rivers particularly in the summer owing to the
fermentation of the decomposing mud, the rising gases bringing

than

in

particles of

mud

from the bottom.

light penetration of the

Salhouse Broad

water in

The Secchi

disc

Wroxham Broad of 2-ft.

shows
6-ins.

;

and in the river adjoining 3-ft. 6-ins. on
the same day.
On the Yare a prolonged drought will make the
water very cloudy, but a shower of rain will clear it at once.
I think that this is due to the fact that any silt or
colouring
matter coming down from the upper reaches of the river is
filtered out by the weeds by the time it reaches Norwich and
that the sudden fall in temperature resulting from the rain
stops the fermentation and the local resultant colouration of
in

3-ft.

the water.

In the deeper broads of the Bure the water is thick for the
greater part of the summer and very 'ittle light penetrates,

with the result that there

weed over the greater
part of the bottom and in broads which are deep up to the
edges there is only a small amount of littoral growth. Shallow
is little

or no

broads such as Barton and Hickling, where light can penetrate
to the bottom, are richer in weed and consequently clearer
;

they have, moreover, a higher phosphate content than the
Bure broads. This being so I was puzzled to know why the
Barton fish were of smaller size than those of Hickling, until I

president’s address
discovered a case of pollution

many
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miles away, which had an

adverse effect on Barton by increasing

its alkali

content above

the normal.

do not propose to go into the fauna and flora of Broadland
except to refer very briefly to certain creatures. Of mammals,
I

otters are far

more

plentiful than

is

generally supposed and,

have multiplied exceedingly. Of birds, the lovely
bearded tit was not exterminated by the Horsey flood and

since the war,
little

bitterns are holding their

own on

broads and spreading

the

The great crested grebe has increased
tremendously in recent years and there are several pairs on
every broad and since the war they have become common on
to other counties.

the rivers, but at present
to supply their needs.

we have

plenty of

Of amphibia,

I

fish in

our waters

only refer to the fact

that frog tadpoles are ravenously eaten by trout while toad

tadpoles are

food for

fish,

left

severely alone.

we have

Of Crustacea, valuable as

crayfish, freshwater shrimps,

Gammarus

pulex and zaddachi, and various species of Daphnia, Bosmina

and Cyclops.

Insects providing food for fish are Ephemerids,

including the mayfly, Ephemera danica, and the various
“ Duns ” of the fisherman in the upper reaches together with

sedge and alder

flies.

Of freshwater molluscs, Anodonta cygnea does not grow so
Limnaea
large in the broads as in some parts of England.
abound and we have some rare Planorbis. The latest comer is
a prettily shaped mussel, Dreisena polymorpha. The shell is
triangular, greenish brown with darker zigzag markings.
Catlow says that it was first found in England in 1824 in the
Commercial Docks, having evidently been brought from
Russia adhering to a ship. I have found it in Oulton Broad
and in the Bure at Horning.
Of Broadland plants 1 would only mention that Naias marina,
which it was feared had been destroyed by the flood, is now
growing in greater profusion than ever in Hickling Broad.
This is a strange water and its weeds are constantly changing.
Fifty years ago Chara predominated, then came a Zygnema
which killed it all. This was followed by the so-called “ Hickling weed,” a wretched alga, Cladophora Sauteri, which grew so
luxuriantly that, although thousands of pounds were spent in
raking it out, it threatened to block up the whole broad. Then
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came another alga (Zygnema I believe), commonly called lamb
skin, blanket weed or flannel weed, which was spreading over
the Broad and it was hoped would smother the Cladophora but,
alas, the flood killed it and made Cladophora more rampant
than before. Now one of the pond weeds, Potamageton pectinatus is rapidly spreading and may choke the alga.
If it does, it
can be more easily raked out. Flannel weed too was increasing
in 1943.

The rivers of Norfolk are what Professor C. A. Cotton calls
mature rivers, some of the mud deposited by the decay of weeds
and leaves being washed away by winter floods to be renewed
from time to time. Each river may be divided into three
parts a small stream with in some cases a swift flow, then the
quiet middle reaches and lower down those that are affected
by the rise and fall of the tide. The upper waters are inhabited by sticklebacks and minnows, then, as the water
becomes deeper and wider, by trout and sometimes encroaching
on the trout water by dace. As the stream becomes slower,
we find roach predominating and lower still, down to the tidal

—

waters,

bream.

These

fish

are

all

well

adapted to their

environment, the sticklebacks and minnows to the shallows,
the trout to the

quickest flowing and therefore more oxy-

genated water, the long graceful dace to the stickles of the
quieter water, the roach to the slower and deeper middle
reaches and the bream to the deep muddy waters of the lower

swim among the weeds
more among the reed beds of some of the broads,
which their deep narrow shape enables them to penetrate
parts of the river, where they love to
or even

with ease.

Many

years ago salmon came up the Yare in considerable

numbers, but of

late

we have not had them, although some

attempt the journey and an odd one is occasionally found
dead by the side of the river. Sea trout, which abound off
the coast of Norfolk in summer, occasionally come up river
still

to

Trowse and the

New

but their number

seems to
decrease each year.
Smelts too formerly came upstream in
thousands but now only a few ascend our rivers. Last year
I caught about a score in
a net at Potter Hcigham when
fishing for bream.
Trout are found in the upper waters of
the Wensum and Bure and in the Nar, Tas, Glaven and
Mills,
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not
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A

fish.

few lakes

in

been stocked with rainbow trout. In most cases the fish
have grown well, given good sport and proved excellent for

when they have become
uneatable.
They should all be

the table until about their fifth year,

bottom feeders and quite
caught in the

year at

fifth

and then restocked.
not

fit

in

during the summer.
is

Common

for food until July,

rainbow, spawns

latest,

the lake rested for a year

rainbows spawn

May and

are

but the shasta, a variety of the

November and
It

in

so

grows quickly,

is

rises

good condition
well to the fly and
in

Whether it tries to go to sea like
not yet known, but it is well to have

excellent for the table.

the

common rainbow

is

the outlet from the lake well guarded with wire netting.

The wonderful
so often that

story of the migration of the eel has been told

need not be repeated. There are no authentic
going overland, although they are provided with

it

records of eels

what Frank Buckland
skin

is

called spectacles

continued over the eyes as

in the

—

in other

words the

snakes for protection

and there is an umbrella-like structure, which distends a pouch
over the gills to contain water to keep them moist for a long time.
About 2,000 tons of eels were imported annually before the
war and it is considered that the rivers of England could
produce quite

this quantity,

if

The

they were fully stocked.

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has held demonstrations

over the country on the catching of eels by means of Dutch
“ Fyke ” Nets and has taken over the elver fishing station at

all

Epney on

the Severn, from which

millions of elvers.

it

has distributed

Over 400,000 were placed

many

in the rivers

of East Norfolk in the spring of 1943.

Perch were a declining fish in Norfolk until a few years
ago, but the purchase of many thousands of eggs from the Lake
district has much increased the stock of this our finest broadland
Bream feed well during hot weather but roach give the
fish.
angler sport for three quarters of the year and are in best

condition in the winter.

The common carp

is

found

in a

few

ponds and crucian carp in ponds near Beccles.
Chub are only found in the Ouse and its tributaries and
scattered

not in the Norfolk rivers flowing East. The Norfolk Fishery
Board transferred many of these fish from the Wissey
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to the

Bure but none

of them have been seen since.
Bream
and roach are the great game of the navigable waters of the
district.
Our rivers are full of them, (the Bure too full)
and to reduce their numbers the Fishery Board has turned
in numbers of pike from private lakes.
The bream on some
of

our

broads are

infested

with

the

larval

form

of

the

tapeworm Ligula.

It is believed that the first host of this
a copepod and the final host a fish-eating bird such
as the grebe or cormorant.
It appears to me that only the

creature

is

whose hosts are small enough to be swallowed by a bird
can arrive at maturity and that those in fish too large to be
swallowed live to an enormous size and then die, as I have
found some tapeworms with one end shrivelled. I have taken
larvae

Ligula 14-ins. long

wide and
bream, but more often from two to
in one fish.
§-in.

|-in.

thick,

five smaller

from a 20-in.
ones are found

Not only have we the migrations of salmon, smelts and
the two former coming up and the latter going down river

eels,

to spawn, but there are periodic migrations in the rivers themselves of perch, roach, bream and ruffe, which generally move
in shoals

up and down the

rivers

and on and

off

the broads.

The migrations are

chiefly dependent on the weather.
When
the water in the broads becomes heated in summer the fish move
off them to the cooler waters of the rivers, and if the
heat is

maintained for a lengthy period they go further downstream.
Sometimes, when the Fishery Board has netted a certain dyke,
enough fish for the purpose in hand have been taken in a single
haul of the net

;

at other times

we have drawn a

blank.

On

Ranworth Broad we have sometimes taken a shoal of bream
and no other fish
on one occasion a sackful of ruffes and
;

on another 63 perch at one haul. The yachting and motor
traffic on the rivers may also influence migration from
river
to broad and from broad to river.
I am told that fish may
be seen going from the Bure to the broads in the morning

and returning
fish often

to the river at night.

In going downstream
go too far and get caught by the salt water and

are then subject

to exosmosis, the increased salinity causing
extraction of water from the body.

The three

factors in fish

3- a normal pH.

growth are 1- pure water, 2- food,

,
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sufficiently high content of free

even for

may be directly

life itself.

toxic

ammoniacal nitrogen content or
that they are suffocated.

and poison the

by a high
destroy the oxygen so
high temperatures alone, by

it

Even

oxygen

Pollution, especially
fish

may

amount of free oxygen in the water, may be fatal
The amount of oxygen in water is always highest
in the afternoon and lowest after midnight.
Normal river
water contains 1.15 parts Oxygen per 100,000 at 10°C
1.01 at
16°C and .94 at 20°C.
lessening the

to fish.

;

Conditions in water are very different from those on land.
On land, the air circulates in all directions, whereas in water
free oxygen in an amount necessary for fish life may be local
or
rather a polluted water may be local.
In the Yare there is a

zone of polluted water of low oxygen and high nitrogen moving
up and down with every tide. Sometimes it lies between
Bramerton and Surlingham at others between Surlingham
and Buckenham, while during drought and low tides it may
extend as far as Reedham Bridge.
;

Various trade effluents are directly toxic to fish, but we have
very few in Norfolk.
The most recent offenders are the milk
collecting centres.
he washing of churns and bottles produces
1

an effluent which

is

often fatal to

all life in

the water.

Most

cases of pollution in Norfolk are due to domestic sewage, the
effect of which is first to destroy the zoo-plankton on which

young
fish

then to so reduce the free oxygen that older
cannot breathe and to kill the weeds which give shelter
fish feed,

to insects

and molluscs, and

finally to smother the whole river
bed with sewage fungus, Sphcerotilus in the presence of which
nothing can live. A certain amount of sewage matter, if in a
fresh condition, is good for fish, since it provides food for
bacteria, which in turn become food for plankton, the staple

food of young

fish.

In

Germany

fish

farmers put pig manure

into their ponds to supply food for carp

and it has been advoshould be grown in sewage ponds from which
they should be placed in fresh water for two or three weeks
cated that

fish

before being marketed.

As an experiment, a tarn in Cumberland was manured with bone meal along one side in 1937 and
there the population increased considerably, while the other
side

showed but

little increase.

A

second treatment was given

)
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in

1939 over the whole tarn and was followed by a marked
After the

increase.

first

application

the organisms in

the

water of the East side rose to 800 per 100 sq. ins., while those
on the West side were less than 200. After the 1939 treatment,
there was a rise all over the tarn to 1200 organisms per 100 sq.

Pea mussels Pisidium increased from 10 to 350. In
the words of the Report of the Freshwater Biological Association
“ The useful trout food increased almost beyond measure during

ins.

(

the course of the experiment.”

believe that a dressing of

I

Superphosphate or Ammonium Phosphate would be beneficial
to the fish in man}' of our broads and in those parts of the

which the sea does not penetrate.
2-Food. The food of Pike consists of insect

rivers to

and molluscs
small at

first

for the first year of their lives

and

;

larvae,

Crustacea

after that fish,

larger later, although pike of 25 lbs.

and over

have been known to feed exclusively on Gammarus during the
summer. In summer pike take more food than is generally
supposed, but

it

is

probably taken at night at that period.

In the winter their feeding days are at varying intervals.

Hartley examined the stomach content of 27 pike in January
and 29 per cent, were empty, while only 13 per cent, were

empty in the warmer part of the year.
The food of perch, ruffe and eels is similar to that of pike,
except that more insects are eaten. Fish under 14 cms. feed
chiefly on plankton, those between 14 and 18 cms. on bottom
fauna and those over 18 cms. on other fish. That much
maligned
is

fish

the ruffe

(

Acerina cernua) detested of

one of our most beneficent

habitants of broadland.

Its

fishes

food

is

and a

anglers,

blessing to the in-

entirely of animal origin

and in our broads and water works reservoirs it consumes an
enormous quantity of gnat larvae. Dace eat more animal food
than roach and bream and are therefore competitive with trout
It is impossible to
in waters where they exist side by side.
exterminate them nor is it desirable to do so, since their young
provide valuable food for trout when insect food is not available.
The diet of roach varies with the time of year and the age of
the fish. The investigations of Mr. P. H. T. Hartley of the
Freshwater Biological Association show that the food of roach
up to 10 cms. in length consists of 60% plants, 25% Crustacea,
10% insects and 5% mollusca. Of fish between 10 and 20 cms.,
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and 15% molluscs.

Of fish above 20 cms. 50% plants, 2% Crustacea, 25% insects
and 23% molluscs.
Bream up to 10 cms. contained 7% plants,

90% Crustacea and 3% insects. From 10 to 20 cms. 23% plants,
60% Crustacea 15% insects and 2% molluscs. Over 20 cms.
the fish contained 30% plants, 10% Crustacea, 50% insects
;

and 10% molluscs.

The lengths

of the fish are taken

the tip of the nose to the fork of the

from

Both roach and
at the end of the year.
This had long
been suspected from the fact that men employed in catching
bait for pike fishing often experience difficulty in obtaining them
in November. On November 12th, 1942, seventeen men fished
all day at Wroxham and caught only one fish between them.
The food of tench is similar to that of roach and bream, but
I have had no opportunity of making an intensive study of
these fish owing to the extreme difficulty of catching any but
large fish.
Small tench are never caught by an angler I have
never caught one under 2 \ lbs. A friend and I once took
27 fish before breakfast and they ranged from 2f lbs. to over
4 lbs.
I have netted many of the private lakes in the county
and have never seen a tench of smaller size.
Information on fish growth is obtained from examination
of their scales which show marked seasonal rings.
Bream
are found to grow much faster than roach, as might be expected
from their larger size. In the Broads, bream in their seventh
year average 22 cms. and roach 15 cms. This growth rate is
the same as that of the same fish in Germany, but Hartley
found that in the Cam roach of seven years had attained a length
of 19 cms. due to a greater amount of animal food.
In some
years scale growth is very rapid, while in others it is slow and
small.
I have tried to account for this and had an idea that
it might be due to variations in the amount of sunlight in
different years, but have not yet been able to prove anything.
For some years I marked roach and bream with celluloid
discs on their gill covers and later with silver labels on the
back fin, but the only result so far as migration is concerned
was that a bream marked at Potter Heigham in May was caught
In
as to growth nothing was proved.
at Acle in August
fact some of the fish caught a second time had lost weight.
Fish marking is quite successful for salmon smolts as they are

bream

fast for a

tail.

month

;

;

,
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going

down

to the sea

and

and other hsh which
that swim among weeds and in

also for cod

swim in open water, but for fish
and out of reed beds I am convinced that

it

is

useless, since

this inflames
the labels are constantly catching in the weeds
torn out, and
the tissues round the labels, which are frequently
that
any case labels are a source of worry to the fish, so
:

in

some

fish

have actually been

less in

weight six months after

marking.

3-A normal pH.

known that
amount of lime in

It is well

fish

thrive best

m

In acid

solution.
water that has a certain
with a pH
waters with a pH of 6 and indeed in neutral waters
with a pH value of
of 7 they do not grow so well as in waters
that trout in
say 8.5, although Mr. A. C. Gardiner has shown

acid lakes with no phosphorus in

them

to those of fish from waters with a

possess skeletons equal

pH

of 8.

Whether

their

which they
skeletons obtained phosphorus from the plankton on
yet unsolved.
fed and. if so, how the plankton absorbed it, is as

The times of spawning in our rivers vary with the species
and also in different districts. In warm weather it may be a
weather a little later
little earlier than normal and in cold
As
and it is generally earlier in shallow waters than in deep.
April
a rule pike and perch spawn in late March or early
roach and bream later in the same month
dace early in May
Pike go to the shallows of rivers or up dykes
or early in June.
on the wrack
for this purpose, while roach and bream spawn
They
trees.
the sides of rivers or on the roots of riverside
;

at

have

definite

places where they

spawn every year

:

at

the

splashes as the
right time the water will be alive with their
relieve themselves of their
fish rush about among the weeds to

ova and

milt.

Roach eggs are brown semi-transparent balls about the size of
are fertilized
No. 6 shot. They float in the water for a time and
egg,
by the milt floating round them. When a sperm enters an
one forming
the outer membrane swells up away from the inner
The eggs
a cushion to prevent the ingress of other sperms.

now adhere

to

any

floating

weed

till

they are hatched.

After

water, the
a few days, according to the temperature of the
of
weed sinks to the bottom and apparently the times
and of the sinking of the weed must synchronise.

spawning
I

had some roach eggs

in

an aquarium on some floating weed
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gone down.”

weed and spawn

“

said

Bailiffs

The spawn

Sure enough a

aquarium sank to
The eggs were deposited on May 31st and on June
the bottom.
7th the young fish were moving about every little while and
later on they shifted their position every half minute.
On
June 12th a few hatched out. It was interesting to watch the
inmate of an egg, which was more than usually alive, and to see
it hatch.
An extra vigorous jerk and there was a crack in the
shell
another jerk and the head was clear
two or three more
kicks and away went a fish a quarter of an inch long.
During
in the

;

;

the next three days

was

all

the rest were hatched

Two

alive with curious little creatures.

front for eyes

;

and the aquarium
black specks in

a reddish patch showing the heart and a small

globule in the middle of the body, which could be recognised

under the microscope as the future swimming bladder, quite
useless for the moment, since it contained no nitrogen, so that
the fish swam with a series of jumps.
A flick of the tail and a
quick upward and forward movement, then a rest in which the
fish slowly sank
another flick and further progress so that
passage along the aquarium was like the flight of linnets
across a field. Four days later this was changed entirely no
;

;

movements but a straight swim was possible
and there was no subsidence when at rest. The swim bladder was
functioning and the young fish swam like their parents. Moreover the gregarious habit had been formed and they swarmed
together in little groups of 5 or 6.
All this time^hey had
taken no food for Nature had provided them with a feeding
longer jerky

bottle in the form of a yolk sac under the

them for the first ten days of their lives.
The yolk sac in the roach is not nearly so
which has to supply the

fish

gills,

which lasted

large as in the trout

with food for about 5 weeks.

In

it was being quickly absorbed and the fish
began to feel the pangs of hunger
on June 23rd some
of them were chasing water fleas.
The fins were developing

the

little

roach

;

within the jellylike covering of the

beginning to grow.

First a papilla

fish
is

and the

developed

scales

were

in the loose

and soon acquires the form of a twolayer
plate between which the scale appears.
At the same time the
scale pockets are formed and the scales assume an oblique
tissue of the dermis
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The upper layer cells
secrete the upper layer of the scale and the lower cell layers
the lower layer
as growth proceeds the scales become firmly

position with regard to the dermis.

;

lodged in their fibrous dermal pockets, their posterior borders
being throughout life invested both by the dermal formative
layer

and the epidermis.

The

first

scale to appear

on a

fish is in

the middle of the side

next scales appear before and behind,
on the lateral line
then above and below, till the entire surface of the body is
covered not merely with a layer of scales but with a triple
;

layer,

because quite two-thirds of each scale

the scales in front of

covered by

is

Scales of fish differ greatly

it.

some are

;

some are square, others round.
rough
Cyprinid scales are round with striae following the contour of
the scales. These markings are not regular and from them

smooth,

others

can be learned the
fairly

;

life

evenly spaced

;

Some

history of the

fish.

others

together.

that the fish has lived so

closer

many

summer growth and

rings are

These show

years, the wide regular rings

broken ones winter life.
A roach of one pound may have ten to twelve such series
The lines show more than
indicating so many years of life
denoting

the

.

may

be irregularity in their spacing, the wide
spacing of fat years of good feeding and the narrower of lean
Along the middle of each side of the fish is a lateral
years.
this.

There

which are tubes opening at the anterior
end in the skin and at the posterior end to the outside of the
These tubes contain nerves communicating with the
scale.
brain and are believed to be the means by which the fish
detects vibrations in the water, changes of temperature and

line in the scales of

the presence of pollution.

There are the same number

of scales

on a big

on a small

fish as

one of the same species, not more to cover the larger surface
but an increased size in each scale. Scales grow all round
their edges and the lower lamellae increase in thickness to give
the necessary strength.

Their function

is

two-fold

—

first

to

with a firm but flexible coat to protect it from
damage and secondly to form a mirror to reflect adjacent
Many fish are coated with
objects and so conceal the fish.
cover the

slime or

fish

murou» whvc^

^ud#*'

+hpm waterproof,

If

the slime
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removed so that water comes in contact with the scales
fungoid growth is set up and may be fatal.
At the same time as the scales the teeth have been developing.

is

These are situated in the throat and consist of two sets of
dentures with 4 or 5 teeth in each, in a vertical position, interlocking each other.
Above is a plate whose function is to
hold food down between the teeth.

The work

of the Coarse Fish Investigation Committee of the
reshwater Biological Association has been suspended for the
duration of the war, but it will be resumed as soon as possible
1

(

and the results will be looked forward to with great interest.
If Committees set up by the Government
establish Nature
Reserves in different districts, it is hoped that reserves may be
set apart for the study of fish life and of the conditions best
suited to their quick growth, for the benefit of anglers.

Ihe
fish
still

fish.

rivers

and broads

of Norfolk are the best stocked coarse

waters in the country, but much can be done to make them
more productive and, above all, to increase the size of the

—
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NATURE RESERVE INVESTIGATION
By

IN

NORFOLK

B. B. Riviere

Uthwatt and Scott government committees published in 1942 and 1943 have brought to the forefront the question of the control and use of rural land after the
war, and it is natural that some anxiety should be felt as to the

The

reports of the

adequate conservation
its

wild

life.

To

of that essential

discuss this matter

element of the country,

and

to decide as to the

action to be taken to safeguard these interests a conference

on Nature Preservation in Post War Construction was called
by the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves in 1941,
In 1942 this conference
in which year it held three meetings.
was invited by Sir William Jowett, Chairman of the ministerial
committee concerned with reconstruction, to appoint a Nature
Reserves Investigation Committee to report to the conference
on the several principles, which should govern the selection and
classification of areas in Great Britain for preservation as Nature
Reserves. The report of this committee, whose Chairman is
Sir Lawrence Chubb, was submitted to, and in the main
approved by, the parent body in 1943. It is the intention of
this committee to submit further reports in greater detail
with recommendations as to the management of such reserves,
and to enable this to be done it has invited reports and suggestions from local committees in various counties.

On

receiving this invitation a Norfolk committee

comprising the most expert knowledge available
of zoology, botany, ornithology, geology

and

was

set

up

in the sciences

archieology, with

the Secretary of the Norfolk Naturalists Trust as convenor.

Major Anthony Buxton a number
of meetings have been held, the last being a joint meeting with
members of similar committees representing Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire, and a report has been submitted to the Nature
Reserve Investigation Committees.

Under the chairmanship

of

recommendations
made in the report, but the following are the main outlines
In its survey of the County the classification suggested by Sir
It is impossible here to give in detail the

:
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Lawrence Chubb’s committee, viz. reserves for amenity, habitat, species, geology and archaeology has, so far as is possible
been adhered

to.

The

chief dangers to wild

life

of Norfolk

by the committee are building, drainage and afforestaThe types of country considered are (1) the Broads with
tion.
the rivers and marshes connecting them, (2) Breckland and its
meres, (3) the Coastline, (4) Commons and Heaths, (5) Fens
other than those of Broadland, (6) Downs, (7) Woodlands,
foreseen

(8)

Places of geological and archaeological interest.

As regards Broadland the committee propose that the

valleys

Bure below Wroxham bridge, with its tributaries the
Thurne and Ant, and of the Yare below Norwich, should be
made Scheduled Areas, i.e. that no development by building
or otherwise, should be sanctioned without leave from the
government or local body to whom the government may
Within this Scheduled Area would be
delegate its powers.
certain Nature Reserves, the largest and most suitable of those
suggested being an extensive area to which public access to the
marshes might be restricted to visits under the supervision of

of the

a watcher or of the owner or his keepers.
In Breckland unfortunately

little

typical Breck

now remains

unplanted on the Norfolk side of the boundary other than the
areas at Wretham and Weeting already owned by the Norfolk
At the joint meeting with the Suffolk
Naturalists Trust.

and Cambridge committees however, a considerable acreage in
Suffolk was decided upon as a suggested Scheduled Area with
habitat and species reserves within it.
the coast, in addition to the Cley marshes, Blakeney
Point, and Scolt Head Island which are already controlled by
the Norfolk Naturalists Trust, some further stretches were

On

proposed for preservation, some as habitat and species reserves,

and some

A

list

for their special geological interest.

of

Commons and Heaths

has been given which in the

opinion of the committee should be preserved as such, either
as amenity, habitat or species reserves.

Woodlands

of

particular

interest

or

beauty have been

suggested for preservation, while certain inland waters much
used as resting or feeding places by duck are suggested as
reserves on that account.
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can be
Finally the committee believe that the proposals
the legitimate
carried out without in any way conflicting with
interests of agriculture, or sport.

Government intends Nature Reserves
intention as to
to occupy in post-war rural planning, and its
remain to be
initiating, financing and controlling such reserves
The appreciation and commendation of the objects
seen.

The

place which the

of the Society for the

by Mr. W.

S.

Promotion

Morrison, Minister of

Linnean Society and reported

in a speech to the

in the 7 imes

encouraging, and the tribute he paid
Naturalist Trust most gratifying. Norfolk

of October 21st, 1943

to the Norfolk

Nature Reserves expressed
Town and Country Planning,

of

is

what she has
has cause to be proud of being in the forefront in
we owe a
already done to preserve her wild life and for this
founder of the
debt of gratitude to the late Sydney Long, the
Norfolk Naturalists Trust.
The Trust already owns and administers as nature reserves
Great and Little Eye a Salthouse on the
the Cley marshe
Alder fen Broad and Starch Grass marsh in Broadland,
,

coast,

Wretham Heath

(including

Langmere and Ringmere), Weetmg

rights
Heath, and two cottages in Lakenheath with common
by an
over Lakenheath Warren, in Breckland. Moreover
with
agreement en ered into in 1942 with ihe National Trust,
whom it hopes to co-operate even more closely in the future,
properties,
has obtained a long lease of the two National 1 rust
of
Blakeney Point and Scolt Head Island, for the management

it

which it has always been mainly responsible.
of the
Should the Government adopt the recommendations
make
Nature Reserve Investigation committee and acquire, or
Nature Reserves,
financially possible the acquisition of land for
Norfolk Naturalists
experience
Trust a body equipped with the organisation and
Meanwhile, whether or not these things
for managing them.

so far as Norfolk

is

concerned,

it

has

in the

would welcome any opportunity of
in Norfolk,
acquiring by private agreement other suitable areas
as Nature
particularly such as are in danger of spoliation, to hold

come

to pass the Trust

Reserves.

Copyright

E. J. Hosking

Cock Reed-Warbler feeding young while
to

brood them.

the

hen continues
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Report of the Committee
with pleasure that the Council of the Norfolk
Naturalists
rust again presents its annual report on bird
protection

It
1

is

in

the County.

the fifth one produced in war-time conditions, and only made possible by the
support so kindly given
to this branch of the Irust s work by
subscribers
to these
the Council tenders its sincere thanks.
It is also grateful to
Mr. Eric Hosking for his generous contribution in
lending three
more of his beautiful photographs for illustrations. It
was
It is

;

difficult to

make

There

less

a choice from the varied selection of Broadland
birds taken at Hickling during the summer.

news this year from Scolt Head Island, the
purt of which is now requisitioned for military purposes,
and very little from Cley and Salthouse where in early April
the marshes suffered from the worst sea-flooding
experienced
is

for nearly half a century.

The East bank was breached in
several places and the reeds which had been cut during
the
winter months were washed away. Apart from this material
damage the. marshes were ruined, at least temporarily, as a
breeding sanctuary for duck and waders.
Charles Chestney continues to look after as much of Scolt
Head Island as is possible and also the Cley marshes during

W.

Bishop’s absence in the Royal Navy.
time to time sent interesting news of bird

Bishop has from
life

seen in Iceland

during his occasional journeys inland from Rekjavik.

SCOLT HEAD ISLAND
The winter

of 1942-43

was

in

sharp contrast to that of the

three previous years, and in

March it was established that it
had been the mildest on record for thirty years. The only
cold weather experienced was during the first ten days of
January, when there was a little snow and frost, but after that
the unusually mild weather continued almost unbroken.
There are few interesting winter records for the Island

because Chestney was employed at Cley cutting reeds there
from January to the end of March. However, he visited the
island each Sunday and from time to time noted hen-harriers.

—
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and
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The

shore-larks.

usual flock of from five to six hundred Brent geese used the
sheltered harbour throughout the winter as did a

visiting

making

of

among them a number of full-plumaged males.

thirty goldeneyes,

On February

company

20th, a beautiful

the island,
“ scrapes ”

warm

still

day, the writer

found that ringed plovers were already
an early date even for an unusually early

—

spring.

The nesting season was a remarkably

one in

successful

the continual noise resulting from military target
It is apparent that terns, particularly Sandwich
practice.
terns, either do not mind the racket of gun-fire or else have

spite

of

become accustomed
for

many

to

it,

for they

were more numerous than

years past.

Chestney was not able to make a count of the nests this
summer, but made as accurate an estimate as possible of the

numbers

in the following list

Common

tern

:

About the usual number.
Well over 2,000 pairs estimated

Sandwich tern

—a big

increase.

Little tern

Rather more than last season. The
beach on which they nest is higher and

...

none was washed out by high tides.
A pair laid two eggs, but these did not

Roseate tern

hatch.

An

Oyster-catcher

estimate of over 80 nests

—an

in-

crease on last year.

About the usual number.
About the usual number.
Four nests were found, one

Ringed plover

Redshank
Mallard

in

the

middle of the ternery with nine eggs,
all of

Black-headed gull

which hatched.

These were much disturbed because
their usual nesting site

target area east

of

Some moved up to
number were seen

is

within the

the House

hills.

the ternery, but a
to be

nesting in

the shell-holes.

During the autumn two very definite movements of small
birds were noted one on September 11th, when the Island,

—
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common with many other places along the coast, was alive
with common redstarts, wheatears, pied flycatchers, and small
warblers, among them a bluethroat.
in

The second noticeable migration was during the last week
in October, when besides the numbers of small birds seen on the
island and elsewhere, thousands of duck, mostly wigeon,
arrived in the harbour, and grey geese were seen coming in
from the north.
Those familiar with the Island will be interested to hear that
the “ break-through,” begun in the gales and high tides of
1937, has now become the channel from the harbour to the
open sea, and has shortened the island by about one thousand
yards.

At the same time

harbour at

this

new

least three-quarters of

cut saves the boats using the

an hour when going out to

sea.

CLEY AND SALTHOUSE
During the abnormally mild winter very little of interest
was noted by Chestney who was busy cutting reeds most of his
time.
One or two hen-harriers frequented the marshes from
early in January until the beginning of April.

Short-eared

many as seven
24th.
On January

owls were also noted from time to time, and as

were seen on March 16th and again on the
9th when Bishop was home on leave he and Chestney flushed
These birds
three bitterns from the middle of the marsh.
were heard grunting on February 11th and were still booming
on June 17th when it would appear that they were making a
second attempt to nest. Mallard were paired by the middle
of February.
The first spring migrants noted were a greenshank

and a green sandpiper on March 5th and on March 19th there
was a marked movement of green plover with several flocks
of golden plover, some of which were already in summer
plumage. Two pairs of gargeney were seen on April 1st, but
there was no evidence of these nesting, probably owing to
the sea flood. The first Sandwich terns were seen flying over
Salthouse Broad on April 6th. On the same day a violent gale
blew up from the north west, increasing in strength during the
The mines on the beach were exploding all night long
night.
the forced
from the weight of the waves breaking on it
tide swept over the whole length from Salthouse to Cley,
making the marshes an inland sea and flooding both villages
;
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and the road connecting them to a depth of several feet.
Gates, liggers, and bundles of reeds were floated away and
washed inland, or else were caught in the barbed wire of the
coastal

defence

resulted

was the breach made

works.

The most

damage which
ridge by Taylor’s

serious

in the shingle

and the breaking down of the East bank in several places
due to the weight of the water washing over it from the Salthouse side. This flooding could not have happened at a worse
hill,

time, for although

it gradually subsided there was still a lot
water on the marsh at the end of April. It was then too late
for the duck, which had been on the point of hatching at the
beginning of the month, to settle down again, and throughout

of

the early

summer

the unusual sight of small flocks of mallard

duck was noted.
Nests of bitterns, water-rails, water-hens, coots and waders
all suffered the same fate, and although the late booming
of
the bitterns indicated that they were nesting again, the breeding
season on the whole was a very poor one. The Sandwich
terns at Salthouse had no chance to settle down on the little
islands on which they nested for several years, and it is probable
that these birds went on to Scolt Head and were responsible
for the big increase there this

summer.

Ihe only good results of the inundation were the drowning
of the vermin which, owing to the conditions caused by coastal
defence precautions, had been increasing and were becoming
a menace to ground-nesting birds, and the washing-out of the
colony of black-headed gulls which had spread to Cley from

Salthouse and which were becoming too numerous.

On May

21st Chestney watched an immigration of cabbage

white butterflies, which flew in from the sea and were so
numerous that they showed as huge white patches against the

dark reed-beds of the marsh.
The most interesting of the summer visitors was a spoonbill
seen on June 30th. A few ruffs and reeves were noted from
time to time, but there has not been any evidence of the success
of the experiment tried in the spring of 1939,

turned on to the marsh

in the

hope

of

when a few were
inducing them to return

to their one-time breeding haunts.

A

Montagu’s harrier was seen quartering the marsh on
August 13th.
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and small

parties

knot were as usual the vanguard of birds returning from
northern nesting places, and this movement was in full swing
of

throughout

September.

During this month Chestney was
often on the marsh at dusk trying to prevent the hordes of
starlings from roosting in the reeds.
On the 8th he saw as he
thought another huge flock arriving and was astonished to
find that they

were swallows and martins settling in the reedbeds for the night. In his diary he says “ there were more than
I have ever seen in one day before.”
Wigeon began to arrive
on the open water on the Salthouse side of the East Bank on
September 15th and by the middle of October had collected
in

unusually large numbers.

big pool of the Cley

Four

pintails

marsh on October

were seen on the

19th.

A

rather late date for swifts to be noted passing west was on
October 6th. In Norwich these birds regularly leave their
nesting haunts in the second week of August.

BLAKENEY POINT
During a rather hurried visit to the Point in company with
Chestney on June 19th, the writer was pleased to find an
improvement there on last year’s conditions. There was a
good colony of common terns, two or three nests of Sandwich
and a few scattered nests of little terns. The improvement is
probably due to the fact that the Coastal Defence Watchers
picked up all the eggs of the black-headed gulls they could find
this season.

on June

There were very few

in the vicinity of the ternery

19th.

BIRD NOTES FROM HORSEY
By Major Anthony Buxton
The most satisfactory news of the year with regard to duck
was the return in the winter of 1942-43 of tufted and pochard
to Horsey Mere from w hich they had been absent ever since
the sea-flood of 1938. They found the weed they like in one
corner only in the autumn of 1942, but during the winter it
was clear from the movements of the duck that it had spread
all over the Mere.
About November 10th, 1943, pochard
reappeared and congregated on an area of the Mere further
r
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south than in 1942.

The weed sought by pochard and tufted
is not apparently that required by coots, for although there
were numbers of them at Hickling there were practically none
Horsey

at

in the winter of 1942-43.

Large numbers of swans, both mutes and whoopers, also fed
on the Mere during the winter, and great companies of wigeon
frequented

The reason

it.

was discovered at Martham
oats and linseed ripened too late

for this

Holmes, where a catchcrop of
and owing to heavy rain only a small proportion of it could
be gathered
the rest of the crop remained and provided food
;

wigeon and other fowl throughout the winter months. A
party of nine whoopers also grazed regularly every day on a
marsh on the same farm where re-seeding had been very
successful
they no doubt provided a rich dressing of manure.
for

—

No

garganey has yet nested at Horsey
but there were shoveler just over the western

shoveler,

teal

since the flood,

or

boundary.

Hawks and
of 1943.

owls were well represented during the

Two

summer

pairs of marsh-harriers, one of Montagu’s, one

pair each of sparrowhawks, kestrels,

three pairs of long-eared, two pairs

brown owls and barn owls,
of short-eared and several

pairs of little owls all nested in the parish.

According to the
popular belief in Norfolk and elsewhere this should have meant
no game birds
however, despite the fact that our cock
;

Montagu had a

young partridges, and that
of young pheasants,
there are more partridges than usual at Horsey this autumn and
quite a good stock of pheasants.
It must however be confessed
that the pair of brown owls which nested in the garden, and
which reared four young, have been a terror to all its other
distinct liking for

marsh-harriers always eat a certain

inhabitants.

number

Despite the fact that there were plenty of mice

and a certain number of rats available, they went for every
bird in the place from pigeons and jays to tits.
Some of the
bird boxes are getting old and these criminals were seen in the
act of splitting them open and of eating the living contents.
Vengeance was demanded but, rightly or wrongly, I have
stood by my rule of non-interference.

One

pair of marsh-harriers again produced infertile eggs,

but the other pair reared a brood of

six.

This nest was on a
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had access and the reeds were trampled

cattle

A

IN

circular patch of reed

surrounding the

however, remained absolutely intact with a regular cattle
path all round it
young marsh-harriers with wings erected
nest,

;

and savage beaks wide open are an alarming
this, or the smell of the birds, was too much

spectacle,
for the

and

cattle,

including the bull.

A

full

account of the pair of Montagu’s has appeared

else-

was present at the hatching of the first chick
I will repeat the story.
The first of the five eggs was laid on
May 2‘2nd and it was calculated that it was due to hatch on
June 20th. On arriving at the nest at 9 a.m. on that date my
arithmetic proved correct, for one egg was chipped. The hide
was therefore kept in occupation all day, and when my turn

where, but as

I

3 p.m. my predecessors reported that during the
previous two hours the hen had been picking off small pieces of

came

at

She continued this good work until at 4.50 p.m. she
held up the larger portion of the shell in her bill, and I could
see the newly-hatched chick among the eggs feebly waving a
pink wing. At 5.5 p.m. the cock called the hen off, and five
minutes later she returned with the prey and standing on the
far side of the nest leaned over and very gently fed the chick
on raw flesh exactly twenty minutes after it was hatched.
shell.

The past summer was a bad season for red-backed shrikes,
common and lesser whitethroats and grasshopper warblers,
but it was a remarkably good one for blackcaps. For the first
have been at Horsey the cock blackcaps arrived at
a normal date in April (instead of at the end of May) and,
although it was some time before the hens joined them, these
time since

I

were also much earlier than usual and they nested
numbers than I have known before.
In Norfolk

we take

in

larger

sedge-warblers for granted, but this

is

not so elsewhere, and in Switzerland they are regarded with
almost as much veneration as peewits, which have a reserve
for their especial benefit.

This August

I

came

across a

little

colony of sedge-warblers in an unexpected place in Morvern,
Argyllshire, where there were a few reeds and much long grass

on a

meadow

colony

all

bordering a rocky river.

departed

in the third

week

in

The

birds of this

August.

little
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\ ellow wagtails were again numerous

at Horsey, but as the
reco\ ery of the land from the salt condition
progresses their
numbers are gradually falling off.

Bitterns showed a distinct increase on last year’s
numbers
but are not yet back in full strength after the hard
winters.
1

wo

or three pairs of water-rails were noticed in the
summer
for the first time since the sea-flood, but
although they seemed

make attempts at nesting they were evidently not successful
and soon moved on, from which it appears that conditions are
not yet right for their young.
A fair number have now arrived
for the winter.
During October and November spotted crakes
often outnumber them, but in the autumn of 1943
there are
to

fewer spotted crakes than usual.

For the

first

time for several years no golden oriole was either

seen or heard at Horsey last summer.
In

the late

summer and autumn curlew

in

considerable

numbers fed regularly on the Horsey marshes. No one in the
village remembers this happening before,
although enormous
numbers of them pass through every year in June and
July.
There is probably some grub which has attracted them,
for
there are still no earth-worms on the marshes
which were
covered by sea-water in 1938.

Owing

to the absence of shallow water on the marshes
during

the spring and summer, passing waders have
ceased to alight
on the property. It should not be difficult however
to remedy
this and once more to attract ruffs and reeves,
wood-sandpipers,

greenshanks and other birds that enjoy probing

in liquid

mud.

here was a spell of quiet foggy and very overcast
weather
from September 10th— 13th and during this time Horsey
was
I

full of

common

chiffchaffs

redstarts

and a

and wheatears with a sprinkling

ring-ouzel.

There were

redstarts in the garden, the village

literally

of

hundreds of

and on the marshes, but no

one bird seemed to take the slightest notice of its
neighbour
however close, and each appeared to be a complete
isolationist.

Their arrival
all

leave

thereafter.

may have

when

it

been caused by the fog but they did not
cleared on the 13th nor for several days

On September

flycatchers in the garden.

27th

there

were

a

few

pied-

—

.
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While duck-flighting on September 14th the one and only
straight
nightjar I have ever seen at Horsey passed by me flying
and low travelling due south.

when I was shooting pigeons over decoys
on arable land at Horsey a number of flocks of stock-doves came
carrier-pigeons.
in from the East and among them were several
it had no message but a
One of these was shot by mistake

On September

21st

;

ring
is

which proved that

it

The inference

was a Belgian pigeon.

that the tame pigeons had joined a migratory

movement

stock-doves to this country.
during
I had evidence of a large influx of woodcock

of

the

There were several
on successive days in the garden, and during a high North
East wind one came over my head flying so high and so fast

period of

full

moon

in

November,

1943.

He looked as if he had
could only just recognize him.
Goldcrests arrived at the
seen England, but could not stop.

that

some

I

time.

BIRD NOTES FROM HICKLING
By Jim Vincent
The mild weather at the beginning of the year was much
appreciated by all bird life after the hard winters of 1939, 1940
and 1941.
flew in
Several hundreds of W hooper and Bewick s swans
from the East on January 8th and 9th. These birds usually
precede an easterly w'ind by three days.
Large numbers of duck collected on the open water of Hickling
Broad during January, and on the 17th the following w ere
r

estimated

:

Coot
Mallard

.

.

„

2000

Shoveler

200

Teal

500

Wigeon

...

250

Pintail

...

50

Pochard
Tufted ...
Goldeneye

200
300
20
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Slavonian

and

black-necked grebe were also seen on the
Broad during January.
February was a mild open month and
the bittern was heard
grunting on the 20th. It has
often been noticed that such
early booming of this bird
predicts an early harvest, and this
was true of this year ’s.

An

exceptional migration of geese occurred
on February
Skeins of from two to three hundred
flew in from the
east and continued westwards, and
I personally counted over
2,000.
It seems probable that the
bombing of north Holland
which was going on at this time may have
scared
29th.

them.

Breeding Species at Hickling.
Bittern.—Three nests were found with from
two to four e-gs
each, and one with four young. At
least eleven male birds were
heard booming. One of two bitterns
which I caught (this is
easily done if they are in a
place where one can walk) disgorged two four-inch roach, twelve
sticklebacks,

and the

of a

larval

dozen dragonflies.
Bearded 1 its.— The thick warm reed-beds
of Hickling are
most favourable for this delightful
species of which there
cannot be too many. The season was
a satisfactory one for
them and they bred from April to September.
At one period
there were six nests with eggs apart
from the young birds,
and on September 7th there was still one
nest with four j^oung.'
The latest date I remember for a nest is
26th September.
Water-Rail.—A few pairs were heard scattered
over a wide
area.
They have been slow to recover from the
effects of the
sea flood of 1938, but are increasing
again gradually.

Garganey Teal.— Two
survived until the

pairs nested

(but only three

birds

flight).

Shoveler.—These started to breed

common
and
the

in April and were very
then, but the marsh-harriers upset
most of the nests

killed
first

many

duck

of the

flight in

young.

Only one shoveler was

killed in

August.

Lapwing and Redshank.

—These

were scarcer

than usual

this season.

Coot.— On April 9th thirty-five nests each
with from four
to eight eggs were found along the
waterways of Hickling.
This

is

the greatest

number

I

have ever seen

in

one day.

coverin

overhead

no

with

bracken

dead

of

patch

a
in

nest

s
Owl

ny
Faw
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April 26th

Thomson and I found a tawny owl's nest on
open ground among bracken. Later it was photographed by
Mr. and Mrs. Ian

Mr. Eric Hosking, and

is

reproduced in this report.

—

Marsh- Harrier. 1943 was a bumper season for this species
with four pairs nesting in the Hickling-Horsey area. One pair

had a clutch of eight eggs. Of the fifteen young birds which
were ringed, one struck a barrage balloon cable at Felixstowe
on August 29th and the skin is now in the British Museum.
Such a number

some

to

of marsh-harriers

may

be a matter of rejoicing

ornithologists, but having seen the devastation they

cause to other species,

I

am

convinced that two pairs of them

the maximum number the Hickling-Horsey area can

is

carry.

—

Montagu’s Harrier. Major Buxton has reported on
species in his notes from Horsey.

Magpie.—This once
all

rare bird in this district

is

this

now common

the year round.

Migratory Species seen at Hickling.
White-eyed Pochard.

—One adult male seen on

—

Wood-Sandpiper. Two on
displaying on May 29th.
Gull-billed

Tern.

—Lord

May

May

2nd.

The male was seen

19th.

Desborough and

working over the shallow pool

May

watched one
Whiteslea Lodge on

in front of

I

26th.

—An adult bird seen on the Broad on May
Syke’s Wagtail. —A pair
these wagtails were on the newlyLittle Gull.

31st.

of

ploughed marshes at

Waxham

displaying, and judging from

on June 8th. The male was
their behaviour the pair were

nesting.

Ruffs and Reeves.

—A

flock of ten seen

May

30th.

—One seen on Rush
by Mr. Hosking.
Tern. — More
species were seen
the

Avocet.

Black

on

and autumn than
Whiskered Tern.

hills

of this

for

some years

in

past.

—An adult bird was perched on one

posts in Hickling Broad, only a few yards

Mr. Piggin, on July 11th.

spring

of the

away from me and
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Stone Curlew.— A pair nested on some recently ploughed
stony land where rabbits abound. I saw the hen
return to the
nest to brood the two chicks which were then
eight to ten days
old.
This is the first time the species has bred at Hickling,
though I have found it at Waxham and Horsey on seven
occasions.

Temminck’s

Stint.

—One on Rush

on September 11th.
12th, a hazy day with
easterly wind, during a walk along the recently-made
Waxham
Cut W all in company with another Hickling man, I saw
the
biggest hold-up of insectivorous birds I have ever
seen in this
Pallas s Warbler.

district.

reminded

It

Common

Hills

On September

me

good day at Cley years ago.
redstarts were everywhere and among them was
one
of a

black redstart.

Iwice I flushed a small warbler from the
sparse undergrowth, which at first sight appeared
to resemble
a yellow-browed warbler, but was more strikingly

marked.

4 he third time the bird

was flushed

it

clump

flew to a

of tall

seedy grass and fluttered with open wings showing
a very

pronounced
warbler,
it

was

yellowish

rump.

I

know

the

yellow-browed

and

after seeing the hovering flight of this bird
I knew
a stranger to me.
It tallied in every respect with

Pallas’s warbler.

Red-Spotted Bluethroat.
a grassy bank at

I

flushed an adult six times from

Waxham

on September 21st, and on October
2nd Mr. Roland Green saw one only a few feet away from
his
studio window.

—
Long-Tailed Duck. —A female on the Broad near
Whiteslea

Great Grey Shrike. One seen perched on some
brambles
being mobbed by meadow pipits.

Lodge allowed me to punt within a few yards
slightly oiled and could not fly.
Glossy

and

Ibis— On November

gliding very low as

of

it.

It

seemed

12th a bird of this species flying

came off the Broad, was seen by Mr.
Perrin, E. Piggin and M. Nudd.
Waxwing.—A solitary waxwing was feeding on some bullaces
in a Hickling garden on November 18th.
Bewick’s

it

Swan.—Twenty-four

flew

in

November 18th and settled on the Broad.
Whooper Swan.— Several small lots have
30th).

from the east on
arrived

(November
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES
Reediiam Heronry
Mr. Robin Harrison reports that for the second year in
succession the original heronry at

home

Reedham,

of a large colony

known as the
Thomas Browne,

well

from the time of Sir
was again deserted by them.
Another heronry, however, has been started in a “ carr ”
surrounded by marshland about a mile distant from the old
site.

n this Mr. Harrison counted thirty nests on April 25th,
of them containing young birds.
As in the old heronry

I

many

the nests were in the tops of Scotch

all of

which were

firs

with the exception

A second visit at the end of
July showed the nests again containing young presumably
second broods and a number of fully fledged birds of the year

of six

in

plane trees.

—

—

standing about on the edge of some of them. On this occasion,
a hot sultry day, the smell of decaying fish and the hordes of
flies were so unpleasant that the inspection was made with all
possible speed.

The reason for the desertion of the old heronry Mr. Harrison
puts down to the increasing number of rooks nesting there
there are none at all in the new site.

;

Holkham Heronry
On April 20th, Charles

Chestney, Watcher of Scolt Head
counted twenty-seven nests here. He noticed that
several others had been blown down, probably in the great gale
Island,

at the beginning of the month.

Coastal Hold-up of Migrants

On September 10th the weather which had been consistently
fine and warm deteriorated
there was rain from an easterly
;

direction, the temperature dropped,

The next day hundreds

of small migrants

places along the east coast from
toft

in Suffolk.

birds at Salthouse

and

Whitby

in

later fog developed.

were seen at

many

Yorkshire to Lowes-

Mr. Ronald Garnett, whose records of the

and Cley were published

in this report

during

the years he lived at Kelling, reported a wonderful day spent on

Spurn

Head on September

11th.

Common

redstarts

and

wheatears were the most numerous of the species seen there,
but there were also many pied flycatchers, robins, willow wrens

;
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and a bluethroat.
of the redstarts flew straight at him and perched on his hat.
In Norfolk, the Watcher at Scolt Head saw many common
redstarts, pied flycatchers, small warblers and one bluethroat
and in his garden at Burnham Norton just opposite the Island,
Captain Lance also had an influx of small birds including a
ring-ousels

One

number of tree-creepers. Two of these alighting on the same
tree met face to face as they circled the trunk of it.
At Horsey,
Major Buxton’s garden, the
of

common

redstarts with

village

many

full

wheatears, chiffchaffs, willow

wrens, robins and one ring-ousel.
noticed particularly the

and the marshes were

number

Dr.

Ley

at Great

Yarmouth

town
and saw a red-breasted flycatcher in his own garden. He also
saw another bird of “ robin-like shape ” which he believed to
be a bluethroat. Nor was this huge movement of birds confined
entirely to the coast, for at East Dereham Mr. Hugh Wormald
saw in a field of black-currant bushes an odd assortment of
birds which included a whinchat, a number of wheatears and a

common

of flycatchers in the

sandpiper.

A

strange fact in regard to this hold-up of small birds on
migration is that many of them did not move on when fine still

weather returned on the 13th, but remained until the 18th.

Leach’s Fork-tailed Petrel
Mr. Robin Harrison picked up a bird of this species on the
Berney Arms marshes near Yarmouth, on Sunday, November
7th.

No unduly

Norfolk,

some

rough

weather

had been experienced

in

but the wind had been persistently north-west for

time.

Fulmar Petrel.

Two

were

first

seen at Sheringham on April 24th, and on

June 27th the number had increased to seven. Courtship
display was seen, but there was no evidence of nesting. They
were last noted by Mr. Marsham on July 13th on which day he
left for service with the Royal Navy.

Glaucous Gull.
Three on Cromer beach on February 15th, and one at Blakeney
on the 21st. (G. Marsham.)

Bewick’s Swan.
Ten seen at Salthouse on January

3rd.

(G.

Marsham.)

.
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Osprey
One

seen over

Woodbastwick Broad

at the

end

of

September

(B. B. Riviere.)

Red-necked Grebe

Two

in

winter plumage were seen on Woodbastwick Broad

on November 15th.

(B. B. Riviere.)

Waxwing
A few

Langham on

seen

at

November

12th.

(Neal

Rippinghall.)

Wretham Heath
The

wheatear of the season recorded in Norfolk was
seen on Saturday, March 13th, on the edge of Langmere (C.E.G.)
first

Weeting Heath

On May

12th,

army manoeuvres. The
out from almost under our feet as we approached the

nesting in a
birds flew

slit

trench, which
direction.

a small colony of sand-martins was found
trench dug

during

was not more than two yards long

in

either

(C.E.G.)

Signed (on behalf of the Norfolk W.P.B. Committee).

Constance

E.

Gay,

Secretary.

—
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NORFOLK SEA FLOODS
General Effects of the February, 1938 Flood seen

in

1943

By Anthony Buxton
Salinity

The samples taken
show the following

during last winter and the present winter
salinity figures

:

Date.

Salinity.

September 22nd, 1942

4.65% 0

November 14th, 1942
November 22nd, 1942
December 12th, 1942

3.45°/0o

4.15% 0
...

...

5% 0

February 10th, 1943

3.35°/0o

March 26th, 1943

5.62% 0

November 8th, 1943
December 23rd, 1943

3.75

January 15th, 1944

...

Samples show generally lower
mer, but there

...

Q

5.95% G
4.01% o

salinity in winter

great variation according to rainfall

than sum-

a sample
taken immediately after much rain always shows less salinity
than one taken after a dry period. The conclusion remains
that neither our pumps nor our dykes are deep enough to
get the salt out of the lower levels, and that at those levels
is

;

much salt remains. Moreover, Miss Pallis, in a paper read
before the Royal Geographical Society in 1911 proved conclusively that throughout this area, below a shallow fresh water
table, there lies the sea itself and under certain conditions and in
certain places the sea

not far below the surface. This seems
to explain why samples taken between Palling and Lessingham,
outside the area affected by the sea flood, show sometimes as

high

salinity

as

is

samples

from

inside

the area.

It

also

seems to explain the prevalence of pin rush, J uncus maritima,
in the Palling area.
We are, in fact, confronted with two
problems
the permanent one of the sea always underneath
us, and, superimposed, the salt that was deposited in the fresh
water table by the flood of 1938.
;
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During the winter of 1942 43 there were several big storms,
with the wind in the danger quarter North West. None of
them actually coincided with full or new moon, but the most

—

violent North-Wester, that of April 7th, 1943,

was only three

days after new moon. The damage done by that gale all over
the county to roofs, thatch, stacks, etc., is only too well known
and my millman estimated that the wind was higher on that

day than on February 11th, 1938, when the breach occurred.
On April 7th, Mr. Frank Starling, a farmer at Horsey, went
to look at the beach near Decoy Wood, North of Winterton
as a result of what he saw he immediately removed all his
I had looked at the same stretch of
cattle from the marshes.
beach in the autumn of 1942 and reported what I saw to the
I think
Ministry of Agriculture and the Catchment Board.
and
teeth
that we got through last winter by the skin of our
:

that the danger of another breach

is

very

real.

I

sought

independent advice concerning the adequacy of the present
sea defences after they were completed, from Mr. L. E. Bury,

who, as chief engineering adviser to the Government of Iraq,
had had to deal with a large flood at Bagdad, after a long period
of work in Egypt, and from Mr. Prummel, Chief Government
Their
Official in the Zuider Zee reclaimed polders in Holland.
joint advice to

me was hard

to follow.

It

was

“

Go away.”

high time that the Government should tackle what
its

all

obviously

adequate sea defences, not only in
danger points on the coasts of these islands.

job— the making

Norfolk but at

is

It is

of

Before they start they should see what a real sea wall looks
like, and for that I think they will have to go overseas.

Recovery of Farm Land
The main impression I have gained during the last twelve
months from the flooded land is the extreme unevenness of
This cannot all be accounted for by differences in
recovery.
levels

or varying efficiency in drainage.

It

has long been

where drainage is non-existent or very poor, there
The most striking example is a
is practically no recovery.
small acreage of marshes between the Waxham-Horsey road
and Waxham Cut. These marshes lie in a shallow trough
between two areas of arable land at a higher level. The blood
Relief committee decided, wisely in my opinion, that it would
clear that,
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have taken too large a proportion of the money available to
deal with them and only bottomfyed the dykes which border
them and help to drain the arable land. These marshes
remain an interesting museum piece of maritime and sub-maritime vegetation, with samphire (edible sea-weed) still rampant.
If they are to be tackled the best plan would
probably be to cut
entirely new dykes and put all the spoil into the old
ones.
This would avoid one of the causes of inefficiency of drainage

East Norfolk

in

—the habit now more prevalent

than ever, of
leaving the spoil on the edge of the dykes and so producing
saucer-shaped marshes.
in

A

comparison between our marshes
the Waxham-Horsey-Somerton area, and those of Yarmouth

leads

me

to the conclusion

cleaning in the

that, while

pumping and

d}dce

Yarmouth area

are certainly no better than
ours, their surface drains in the middle of the
marshes are

skilfully

planned and well cleaned

;

in this

they are far ahead

of us.

The unevenness

of recovery seems partly due to the fact
that the land in the immediate path of the sea flood, as it
came
through the breach, received a stronger dose of salt than the
land in the back washes and at the extremities of the flooded
area.
Onto this land the sea water no doubt pushed in front
of it a mass of fresh water
Hickling and Waxham were
:

less affected

than

not only by the

Horsey and Somerton.
present

vegetation

This

is

shown

but

also by animal
and including last summer swans,
water rail, teal, shoveller and bearded tits, although they
have frequented the Horsey area in winter since the flood,
have not yet bred in Horsey parish since that time, whereas
they have done so in Hickling. This must, I think, be due
to
the continued absence from Horsey of some food destroyed
by
the sea flood, which the young of these particular birds
require.
In last year s account I went into some detail concerning
two areas where re-seeding was being undertaken— on Mr.
Neave’s land by Waxham Cut and on Mr. W. Alston’s at
Martham Holmes. Mr. Alston may now be said to have
achieved his object—grass that will fatten, not merely keep
alive, stock.
The catch crops he employed to clean the land,
life.

For instance, up

including those of the

to

summer

were poor, those on the
lower levels very poor, but the grass subsequently
re-seeded
of 1942,

—

ATT
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The walls surrounding his marshes have been
repaired and, when he gets his long-promised new engine and
has got a hold.

efficient drainage, his

can ensure

marshes should provide

first-

class feed.
I

stated in last year’s account that Mr. Neave’s experiment

chance unless the damage to the walls
surrounding the marshes, caused by fires which burnt from

would not have a

June

fair

to September, 1942,

leak like a sieve,

and

let

was

would
Cut, Brayden and

repaired, for these walls

water from

Waxham

Hick ling on to the marshes. I emphasised the urgency of this
matter to the officials concerned, who appeared to be quite
unimpressed by the danger from the Hickling side. However
something must have frightened them for the millman reported
that they repaired the Hickling wall just in time before the

and so, by a narrow margin, prevented the flooding
of the marshes by water from Hickling.
I was pessimistic about the results of Mr. Neave’s experiment,
but am glad to say that 1 think I was wrong.

water

rose,

Neave has kindly furnished me with the

Mr.

summary

of the cropping results obtained

and Palling Marshes
Grass.

—

—An

Waxham

the

:

in

every case.

exceptionally good crop, and the yield

equally as high as on

—

1943

done well

his has

Mangolds.

in

on

following

my

was

farms at Catfield and Lessingham.

crop of approximately 12 combs per acre.
This crop was put in too late, and I think a better crop
would have been obtained had it been put in a good time.

Oats.

Kale.

—

medium

his crop did very well indeed, although

I

only had a

small acreage in the centre of one of the mangold

Barley.

—This crop

failed,

the failure being due, in

to the crop being put in too late on a

fields.

my

opinion,

marsh which was

particularly sour.

—Two

the first one
potatoes were grown
using seed imported from Scotland, which although put in
rather later than it should have been, gave a useful crop of

Potatoes.

fields of

;

between seven and eight tons per acre. The other marsh
was put in later still, with seed once grown from Scotland,
In this case, as the
which had exhausted itself chitting.

—
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prospect of the crop maturing was small,
the
disced up and summer fallowed.

marsh was

These are the only crops grown at Waxham
and Palling for
the 1943 season, and they will be
repeated during 1944, plus
the introduction of two fields of
wheat, which are of course
already down and, at the moment, look
very promising.”
I

made

a proposal to the

War

Agricultural Committee for

re-seeding marshes at

Horsey, provided that salt analysis,
taken by the Dutch A.B.C. method, seemed
to promise a
chance of success. This re-seeding has, so far,
proved a
complete failure, but everyone is agreed that the
failure was
due, not to salt, but to the exceptional drought
from February

onwards throughout the summer

ment may prove

of 1943.

of interest to others

I

Since the experi-

give the figures of cost.

ihe total area of the marshes which, in agreement
with the
Agricultural Committee, we finally decided to
re-seed, was 67
acres.

The
all

costs per acre on those marshes, where
the work myself, are as follows

I

have paid

for

:

Ploughing

£
...

1

Harrowing
Rolling

Manure
Seeds

Total

d.

15

0

7

6

4

6

7

6

1

6

2

1

4

8

2 12

6

Discing

Hauling and distributing manure

s.

£1 17 10

The harrowing,

rolling and discing will have to be
repeated
before re-seeding next spring, at a cost
presumably of about
19s. 6d., raising the total cost per acre to
£8 17s. 4d. Three

other marshes, amounting to 35 acres, were
actually seeded and
will have to be seeded again at a
cost of £2 12s. 6d. per
acre, so that in this case the operation will
cost over £10 per
acre.
If the operation is successful, there
is a government
grant of £2 per acre.
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Timber and Marsh Vegetation

A

There have been few changes in timber during the year.
Turkish oak growing on the edge of a marsh below the level

of other live trees still lives
its

and puts out a small proportion

of

leaves, while British oaks at a slightly higher level are dead.

The few examples

of British oaks at low levels which survived
(apparently because there were springs beneath them) while

remain green landmarks among
The horse chestnuts, which for
the last two years showed faint signs of life, have given up the
struggle, but the small proportion of silver birches, which
all

their neighbours

were

killed,

the skeletons of dead trees.

resprouted from the stem, are sticking to their job

;

the result

The County Council have continued hopefully
to plant white willows on the sides of the Somerton-Horsey
road.
These can now grow at the Somerton and Horsev
ends of the road, but between those two points nearly all
those planted have died. Nevertheless, I and others are grateful for the County Council’s optimism for, when driving over
is

not

artistic.

the road in a fog, a dead white stick

good a safety
mark as a live willow. A few young alders, oaks and other
saplings have appeared on land that was covered by the sea,
but the broadcasting and in some cases the individual sowing
of acorns last autumn has produced no result.
I believe that
we shall still have to wait many years before re-planting will
be possible.
Cropping of the lower ends of arable fields close to and just
above marsh level produced in 1943 very variable results,
mainly disappointing, and there are still stubborn bits of
land even at higher levels where the soil texture has not yet
but at what
recovered sufficiently to produce a good crop
was high water mark during the flood and for some way below
it some excellent crops were grown this year, so that except in
regard to timber we are over the worst at these levels. Moreover the marshes have shown a great improvement on last
year, and if re-seeding in the end succeeds, we should, with the
help of improved drainage, eventually have more and better
is

just as

;

But to get it is a very expensive
business, and the vast amount of damage caused by stock
to the dykes every year is one of the main problems so far
I tried
unsolved, and for the moment apparently insoluble.
grass than before the flood.
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to solve

by

electric wiring,

but this failed completely
the
cause of the failure was peculiar the shorting of the
current
by damp spiders’ webs.
it

;

—

During 1943 marsh sow-thistle has certainly increased and
has moreover enlarged its range, for in addition to its
main

home

Brayden marshes, it has now colonised the South
shore of Horsey Mere.
I do not know whether this is in any
waj- due to conditions brought about by the flood
or recovery
in

therefrom.

some

to

Belladonna

of these cattle

interesting to see

bushes, grazing

Ihere

still

is,

how

all

alas,

still

flourishes in certain places

had access

in the

summer.

It

and
was

carefully they avoided the belladonna

round them but never touching them.
no sign of giant spearwort, which was

destroyed by the flood,

flhe plants they

need and the swallow-

themselves were as flourishing as in 1942.

tails

In an area of marshes, which has been used as an
artillery

range and where no bottomfying has been done since the
flood,
reed growth is still extremely weak, indeed it seems
for some
reason weaker than ever this year.
This area constitutes

—

another example of the rule no recovery without drainage.
It would be an expensive business to tackle
it and the best

may

solution

well be to cut

take some weight
area with which

it

off

clean out of drainage,

and so
pumping engine by reducing the
deal.
Even from this area, as well as
it

the

has to

from the

rest of Horsey, samphire has now completely
disappeared, but there is still a little sea spurrey in the lowest

—a

spots.

Another

phceitm

very prevalent after the

salt

indicator

fungus,

H cbclowu

tncso-

flood, has only been seen in a
few isolated spots in the autumn of 1943
better still, mush;

rooms have begun to reappear. Common rush, which was
all
killed by the flood, has only reappeared in a very few
spots and
in small patches,
it

likes salt.

some

whereas pin rush continues to flourish, since
Since the flood an island in Horsey Mere and

sections

of

the

Horsey-Somerton

road

have

sunk

appreciably.

Birds
There
that

I

only one item of interest connected with birds
can put down to recovery from salt. It concerns the
is

Mere, or rather the weeds that grow in

it.

In November, 1942
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pochard, tufted duck and other divers discovered for the

first

time since the flood a patch of the weed they want, at the
North West corner of the Mere. From the flood until that date,
the only diving duck seen dipped to have one look at the

Mere, and that was enough for them

;

they never even

lit.

During the winter of 1942-43 these divers gradually extended
their feeding grounds to practically the whole Mere, and this
November (1943) they are again beginning to frequent certain
areas of the Mere.
There were plenty of Coots at Hickling
during the winter of 1942-43, but we had hardly a coot the

whole winter, and in the autumn of 1943 only very small
numbers were seen until November 24th, when a flock of about
40 appeared, and their numbers have since increased. This
seems to prove that coots are in search of quite a different
weed from that sought by diving duck, and that the weed
which coots like is only reappearing on Horsey Mere this
autumn. So far I have failed to prove what these weeds are,
for proof involves shooting diving duck and coots in the
evening, since they feed on the Mere by day, and the diving
duck come in at morning flight, having spent the night elsewhere. We only get them on morning flight with decoys
and then their crops prove nothing, since they have not begun

Mere when shot. To intercept them at evening
as they leave the Mere with crops filled with its weeds,

to feed on the
flight
is

for various reasons difficult.

Mammals
There are at the moment far fewer short-tailed field voles in
the marshes than usual, but they are always subject to large
variations in numbers, and in some years since the flood
they have been plentiful there seems no reason therefore to
They appear to be the
attribute the present shortage to salt.
;

commonest prey
owls.

of stoats as

We are at the moment

they certainly are of short-eared
very short of stoats a situation,

—

which unlike most people I deplore, for I consider stoat
hunting in the marshes with a terrier to be the best form of
sport in East Norfolk.

Fish
There are plenty of fish in Horsey Mere, including pike, but
nobody has yet caught or reported seeing any large pike. It
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strange that large pike do not seein yet to have followed
the movement of other fish back to Horsey.
I have not yet
heard of the capture of any tench.
is

Reptiles
have not yet seen an adder on the marshes they used to
frequent, and they appear to be still confined at Horsey to the
warren by the coast.
I

Frogs and toads bred successfully in the flooded area in the

summer

of 1943.

The Future
The one good

which the sea flood has done to the
an improvement of drainage, in order to get
recovery.
1 he drainage has been transformed from very
poor to pretty moderate I should not put it higher than that.
area

thing,

to force

is

—

The

salt

common

has also killed

rush (not pin rush) and therefore given a chance for grass to grow, where rush predominated
before, but the first grasses to reappear are of poor quality and

some day no doubt the rush

will return, unless

marshes so well drained that

it

hope that

I

after the

we keep

the

war the Agricultural Committees

will

cannot

flourish.

be maintained, possibly

in a modified form, for 1 believe that
the best hope of maintaining an improved and more sensible

drainage
officials

to

will
in

wield

with

lie

authority

strong feelings, and
suffer

after

from
the

the

war

for

should possess.
be

it

abuses

committed by

the influx of individuals unfitted
inevitable,

have

caused

however excellent, will
no doubt be difficult
the Agricultural Committee to retain
all

is

But by

gradually

The

perhaps

is

authorities,

reaction.

the powers, which

hope

them.

wartime, when

It

will

really in the public interest that they
tact, the feelings against officials will

and

1

members of the
Agricultural Committee, who are well known and know the
country, can continue to give at least some of the time which
they have so generously given during the war to watch
softened

over farming and drainage,

I

if

the

believe that they will be able

many improvements and prevent abuses and mistakes.
The drainage boards would be more efficient, if they all
included members of the Agricultural Committee, who would
to effect
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press for a higher standard

and on the other

prevent the adoption of uneconomic schemes.
Really good drainage unfortunately produces a dull and ugly

type of country.

may

admit the necessity

I

for

it,

however,

dis-

room for oases of natural
country, where bogs and marshes and all the pleasant things
that live in them can still exist.
figuring

it

The type

of

be,

but surely there

country which we

these islands and

it

draws

in

is

call

the Broads

is

unique

in

peace-time a large and increasing

body of the population every year. To leave merely its
waterways with none of their natural surroundings of delf and
hover, of reed and sedge marsh, would destroy a national asset,
and after all there is plenty of room for improvement on land
comparatively

easy

to

drain,

without

and scientifically the
which make Broadland what it is.

untractable

most

touching

the

interesting

most
areas,
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THE NATURAL HISTORY OF WHEATFEN BROAD,
SURLINGHAM
PART VI
Lichens

By
The

present

S.

Manning

A.

Wheatfen has been compiled
from the collections made by Messrs. Cockle, Ellis, Burn and
list

of the lichens of

named with

myself,

the generous assistance of Dr.

W. Watson
Taunton and Dr. I. M. Lamb of the British Museum Department of Botany. The arrangement used here is in accordance
with Dr. Watson’s “ The Classification of Lichens ” (New
of

Phytologist

Orders

;

XXVIII,

Nos.

1

and

2,

1929)

as

regards

that of families within the orders follows “ Lichens of

Glamorgan,” by A. E.

Wade and W. Watson (Glamorgan County

History, vol.

1, Natural History,
1936).
In the Glamorgan
the simple-spored families are placed first, then the septatespored without colour, next, those with polarilocular spores,
list,

and

lastly those with

brown

or dark-brown spores which are

simple, septate or muriform.

In most cases

have been able to indicate the habitats in
which the Wheatfen species have been found, but a further
considerable amount of data will be needed before a proper
account of the ecology of these plants can be given. At the

moment

I

be sufficient to remark upon the abundance of
species occurring on the bark of ash ( Fraxinus excelsior).
No
it

will

indication of the relative frequency of occurrence in Norfolk
can be given, for the same reason that our knowledge of lichen
distribution in the county

is still

insufficient for a true picture

to be formed.

Order

:

Parmeliai.es

FAMILY USNEACEAi.
Usnea florida (L.) Web., var. hirta (L.) Ach.— Alder
oak, Broads
marsh
ash, Home marsh.
Material from Wheatfen was determined
by Dr. Watson as U. comosa (Ach.) Rochl, sub-species similis Mot. as
characterised in Motkya’s Usnea monograph, but it would be placed
as above by British authors.
;

;

—

Evernia prunastri (L.) Ach. Common on various trees.
E. furfur acea Mann, and form scobicina Cromb.
Hawthorn.

—

?

.

.
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—

Parmelia perlata (Hucls.) auct. plur. Mossy base of oak, Surlingham wood sallow, Middle marsh.
Various trees.
P. caperata (L.) Th. Fr.
Requires confirmation.
P. exasperata (Ach.) Carr.
Ash, Surlingham wood.
P. subaurifera Nyl.
P. fuliginosa Nyl. and var. latevirens Nyl.
Various trees.

—

;

—

—

P. revoluta Flk.
P. sulcata Tayl.

—

—

Oak, sallow, ash, alder, and with abundant
apothecia (fruit) on the mossy trunk of a fallen willow in the Wood.
P. dubia (Wulf.) Schaer.—Ash.
Hypogymnia physodes (L.) Wats, with var. tubulosa (Schaer.) Wats,
and form labrosa (Ach.) Various trees.

—

FAMILY LEG ANO RACE Ai
Lecanora allophana (Ach.) Rohl.
].. chlarona (Ach.) Nyl.
Oak, ash, alder.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

L. pallida Schser. and var. sorcdiata Seiner.
Ash.
L. carpivea (L.) Wain.
Ash, Middle marsh
buckthorn.
L. atra (Huds.) Ach.
Ash, Home Marsh and on an old post.
L. expallens (Pers.) Ach.
L. varia (Ehrh.) Ach.
Sallow.
L. conizCBoides Nyl.
Ash, alder, birch.
L. symmicta Ach.
Ash.

FAMILY LECIDEACEAE

;

—
—

Psora ostreata Hoffm. On an old post (worked wood).
Ash
also var. elceochroma Ach., form
Lecidca parasema Ach.
covspurcata-sorediosa Harm., var .parens Nyl. and material approaching
;

var. tabescens : all on ash.
L. dubia (Sin.) T. &

B.— Ash.

FAMILY PERTUSARIACE.E.
Pertusaria amara (Ach.) Nyl.
the Carr and on ash.
FAMILY RA ALINACEJE.
Ramalina calicaris

(

= P.

faginea Height.)

—
—

Various trees.
(L.) Fr.
On ash (including
fastigiata (Pers.) Ach.
approaching the var. odontata Hue.
R.

R. farinacea

(L.)

Ach.

—Sallow

some

in

material

—Ash.)

FAMILY LECANIACE.®.

—Ash.
—Ash,
Zahl. — Ash.

Lecania syringea (Ach.) Th. Fr.
Biatoriua Griffithii (Sm.) Mass.

Home

Marsh.
Microphiale diluta

(Pers.)

FAMILY TELOSCHISTACEAJ
Xanthoria parietina

(L.)

X. polycarpa (Ehrh.)
X. lychuea Th. Fr.

Th. Fr.

alder, pine

and a post on

—Alder.

Oliv.

FAMILY CALOPLACACEiE.
Callopisma citvinurn (Hoffm.) Mass.
cerinum (Ehrh.) D.N.

C'.

—

On plaster of an outbuilding.
C. epixanthum (Ach.) Mudd.
On tiles of an outArg.
Candelariella vitellina (Ehrh.) Miill.
building.

—

—
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FAMILY PHYSCIACEiE.
Physcia pulverulevta (Schreb.) Nyl.
P. hispida (Schreb.) Tuck- Alder

—

—Alder.

oak in the Carr.
P. virella (Ach.) Lynge
Alder.
Diploicia cartescevs (Dicks.) Mass Common on old trees.
Buellia myriocarpci (DC.) Mudd
Ash, sallow, etc.

—

;

—
—

FAMILY TIIELOTREMACE/E.

—

Phlyctis agelcea Krb.
Ash.
Diploschistes scruposus (L.) Norm., var. parasiticus (Somm.) Zahl.
D. bryophilus (Ehrh.) Zahl. Encrusting Cladovia squamules on a
(
bank beside the drive.

—

=

Order

Cladoniales

:

FAMILY CLADONIACEAE.
Cladonia pyxidata

II off m.

(L.)

—

C. pimbriata (L.) Er.
On dry bank, old stumps, oak, etc. the
form simplex (Ach.) on mossy oak base, willow and soil form prolifera
(Retz.) B. de Lesd.
var. subulata (L.) Wain, on dry bank
form
fibula (Ach.) on mossy rotten log in Surlingham Wood.
C. ochrochlora Elk.
Dry bank.
;

;

;

;

—

Order

Ectolechiales

:

FAMILY CHRYSOTHRICACEHE.
Crocynia libricola B. de Lesd.

Order

—Willow.

Peltigerales

:

FAMILY PELTIGER ACEAJ.
Pelligera canina (L.) Wild.

—

P. spuria DC.
Mossy soil on Drive bank.
P. polydactyla (Neck.) Hoffm.
On lawn near the house.

—

Order

Graphidales

:

FAMILY AKTHONIACEAi.
Arthonia lurida Ach., var. spadicea Nyl.
A. radiaia (Pers.) Ach. On ash
the var. swartziana (Ach.) Syd.
on ash and buckthorn.
Allarthonia patellulata Nyl.
Ash.

—

;

—

FAMILY OPEGRAPHACE/E.
Opegrapha herpetica Ach., var. elegans Borr. Ash
O. atra Pers. and var. arthonoidea Leight.
Ash.
O .betulina Sm. and form prosiliens Stirt.

—

Enterographa crassa (DC.) Fee

Order

:

—

in the

Wood.

—Willow.

Coniocarpales

FAMILY CYPHELIACEjE.
Cyphelium inquinans Trev. On an old post.
FAMILY CALICIACEAE.
Chcenotheca melanophcea Zwackh. (some approaching

—

ginea A.L.Sm.)

—Scots

pine on

Order

:

Home

Marsh.

Pyrenocarpales

FAMILY ARTHOPYRENIACE^E.
Acrocordia biformis (Borr.) Oliv.

—Buckthorn.

var. ferru-
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Miscellaneous Observations

Compiled by E. A. Ellis

Phe nologic al Notes

—A

the usual frosts, encouraged
flower

early

in

mild spring, with an absence of

many

Some

1943.

wild plants in Norfolk to
“ first appearances ” were so

greatly ahead of schedule that they constituted a
for earliness.

A

new record

few clusters of hawthorn blossom were open

Norwich on April 15th and others in the surrounding district
during the following week. Ragged robin and marsh valerian
were flowering at Wheatfen, April 25th
common field poppy
elder at Rockland, May 14th ;
at Rockland St. Mary, May 2nd
blackberry and yellow vetchling at Kirby Bedon, May 18th
dog rose and male white bryony at Brundall and Surlingham,
yarrow and the knapweed Centaurea nemorcdis)
May 20th
meadow-rue, yellow flag, glaucous
at Kirby Bedon, May 21st
marsh stitchwort and great sedge Cladium mariscus) at
common mallow, field bindweed and
Wheatfen, May 23rd
Kirby
Bedon, May 28th
field rose at
creeping cinquefoil at
meadow thistle and common valerian
Bramerton, May 29th
in

;

;

;

;

(

;

(

;

;

;

at Wheatfen, May 30th.
In the Norwich district, all kinds of trees were in leaf by
May 1st, with the exception of a few of the beeches oaks were
very forward and oak-apples were falling on May 2nd. It was
a great season for sallow-bloom and in the first few days of
May the ripe wind-borne seeds were forming a thick scum of
;

fluff

on some

of the broads.

Plant Records

— Danewort

Sambucus ebulus L.), one of
the more interesting plants which has disappeared from hedgebanks through road-widening operations, was still flourishing
Ploughman’s
at Castleacre and Grimston in 1943 (Mrs. Elwes).
spikenard Inula conyza DC.) was abundant at Strumpshaw
Hill, and the elecampane (I. helenium L.) was still persisting
(

(

at Brundall this year.

A

Peruvian weed, Galinsoga parviflora
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Cav. was found seeding on a

October

H. E.

(A.

bombed site at Gt. Yarmouth in
Brunning). The yellow Star-of-Bethlehem

(Gagea lutea Ker.) was noticed in

Way land Wood

in April

(Miss G. M. Newton).

A Groundsel Hybrid— On May
looked as though
groundsel

it

17th, 1943, a plant

might be a hybrid between

which

common

and the alien wall-ragwort (5.
was found growing in a mixed colony of these two
species on Norwich Castle mound.
It bore over 200 yellow
short-rayed inflorescences
the stems were more tough and
spreading and persisted longer than those of S. vulgaris, though
(

Senecio vulgaris)

squalidns)

;

the leaves were small as in that species.

Indication of hybrid

origin lay in the fact that not a single floret

produced a fruit,
whereas the rayed varieties of 5. vulgaris are regularly selffertile.

Mr.

Lindqvist kindly undertook to investigate the
pollen-development and found that meiosis was irregular, with
Kjell

incomplete pairing of chromosomes, indicating that the chromosomes of the parent plants were not homologous. Preparations

showed, in late anaphase, unpaired univalents left behind. The
somatic chromosome number in Senecio squalidus was found to

be

but that of 5. vulgaris was not ascertained.

20,

haviour of the hybrid suggested that

if

5.

The besqualidus was one of

parents, the other might have

had 10 somatic chromosomes.
This result proved something of a puzzle, when Dr. E.
J.
Salisbury subsequently provided the information that the
its

number

in

S.

vulgaris,

according to Afzelius, was 40.

The

expectation would be, therefore, that a hybrid between this and
S. squalidus would have a somatic number of 30.
It seems
possible, however, that “ S. vulgaris L.” is a species compounded

which may possess different numbers of chromosomes,
ranging from 10 upwards in multiples of that number.
of forms

A. H. Trow, writing on the inheritance of certain characters
and its segregates (Journal of Genetics, II, No. 3,

in S. vulgaris

1912),

showed that the common groundsel was made up of
forms, which after being crossed with one

several distinct

another could sort themselves out again on Mendelian lines.
Unfortunately his work was carried out before the technique of
deciphering chromosome structure and arrangement had been
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The groundsel common on Norwich Castle mound
resembles most nearly the strain called by Trow “ prcecox."
Senecio vulgaris b. radiatus Koch, is not known to occur in
Norwich, although it was once found many years ago at Gt.
Yarmouth by E. F. Linton.

perfected.

S. squalidus has spread rapidly over the ruins of

buildings
years, in

bombed

Norwich and Yarmouth during the past two
company with the Canadian fleabane and rose-bay
in

willow-herb.

H.

Early History of
I

first

dantly

J.

Senecio squalidus in

Norfolk

E. A. E.

— In

1880

noticed S. squalidus growing on walls, banks and abunin

the marl pits at Eaton, Norwich.

nursery at Eaton, adjoining the marl
in

Howard and

the Isle of Wight.

from the
nursery.

the seed

Isle of

juts,

Mr.

Ewing had a

and a branch nursery

Mr. Ewing brought seed of 5. squalidus

Wight and introduced the plant into the Eaton

Unfortunately

came from a

it

could not be determined whether

plant growing in a wild state or from a

was brought to Eaton prior to 1868, for
Trimmer, in his Flora of Norfolk (1866) mentioned the plant as
growing on walls there. For many years before 1896, marl
was carted from the Eaton pits and deposited on the roadsides
cultivated plant.

in a large

It

number of the surrounding villages for use in macadam-

izing the roads.

On most

of these deposits

I

found S. squalidus

subsequently growing, but very few of these roadside introductions led to any permanent establishment of the plants in such
habitats.

G. E.

Deacon.

—

Insect Visitors to Flowers of 5. squalidus The following
were seen at flowers of wall ragwort on a railway embankment
at

Haddiscoe on September

1st

;

drone-flies

(

Eristalis tenax

and E. pertinax), butterflies (small heath, small copper, common
blue and small cabbage white), a humble-bee (Bombus prat ensis),
a solitary-bee Halictus sp.) and a green-bottle fly Lucilia ccesar).
Honey-bees in the vicinity were much too busy at a patch of
wild mignonette to pay any attention to the ragwort, although
they are sometimes attracted by it.
(

(

E. A. E.

—
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West Norfolk Plants
Sagina

in 1943

By

:

E. L. Swann.

was growing by the side of a track leading
across North Wootton Heath, August 22nd.
S. nodosa (L.)
ciliata Fr.

Fenzl.,

var. glandulosa Bess.,

Norfolk,

at

least

from a heathy

previously unrecorded from
“ Flora,”

Nicholson’s

in

field at

Gay ton Thorpe, July

was

identified

16th.

Silene anglica L., Lychnis githago (L.) Scop., Legousia hybrida
L.) Delarbre

and Linaria

increase of arable land

With the

elatine (L.) Mill.

large

and the turning-up especially

of

sandy and heathy places, there has been a corresponding
increase of arable weeds, and I cite these four instances of
plants now more common in the district than, say, three or
four years ago.

Lathyrus nissolia L. Several plants of this somewhat uncommon
grass-leaved vetchling were present on the landward side of
the shingle pits at Snettisham beach, July 24th
all had
set seeds, so that an increase in the colony may be hoped for.
;

A

and flourishing colony of this
was seen in a heathy field opposite a sandcrushing plant at Bawsey, in June.
Its origin is a n^stery.

Potentilla

recta

handsome

L.

alien

Compared with P.
plant (30

large

—

another alien, it is a much taller
100 cm. as against 20 30 cm.) and the inflore-

scence bears

hirla L.,

—

many more

flowers.

Mr. H. Dixon Hewitt has

seen another colony near Thetford.
Utricularia

intermedia

Hayne.

The shy flowering of the
is well known.
The

bladderworts, other than U. vulgaris,

British stations in which flowers of U. intermedia have been

recorded are remarkably few, and confined to Dorset and
Norfolk.
W. G. Clarke found one flowering plant at Roydon

Common, near

King’s Lynn, in July 1910
three others
were recorded from the same place in June, 1921, by R.
Gurney. On May 25th this year I found one plant, bearing
;

one flower at Derby Fen, Grimston, within a mile of the

Roydon

station.

rich

common

species

is

Derby Fen is particularly
and now that Roydon Common

in

un-

drying up

and thereby losing many of its botanical treasures, it would
be worth trying to schedule this small area as a nature
reserve.
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of the rather rare hybrid sedge,

X

Carex
remota
axillaris
(C.
x C. vulpina ) was seen growing
near
dyke
the
large
a
beside
wood at Reffley, where both of

Good.

its

parent species are abundant.

The uncommon

C. serotina

Merat (C. cederi auct.) was found on old turf-cutting areas at
East Winch Common and Sugar Fen, Leziate. Good

Schrank were seen at Leziate Fen, near
King’s Lynn, and at Booton Common, in May.

colonies of C. diandra

Dense growths

Pilularia globulifera L.

of pillwort

were present

intermingled with Scirpus Jluitans L. on Derby Fen, in May.
.

1

Beauv. This very rare grass was found
growing from sand on top of the concrete shelter walls of the

per a

interrupta

Lynn

King’s

lire station, in

at Vincent Hills,

It

has also been noticed

West Newton.

After

Calamagrostis.

June.

much

searching of likely stations,

I

found

Roth, at Snettisham, in July. Although
this small-reed is supposed to be more commonly met with
in Britain than C. canescens lanceolata Roth), such is not
epigeios

C.

(L.)

(

the

case

in

west Norfolk.

The

latter

several places here,

and

near Middleton

the dominant grass.

it is

in

A Rust-Fungus on Annual Nettle — On
a plant of Urtica

mens

L.

occurs in

species

a small fen at Blackborough

End

April 15th, 1943,

was found bearing yellow pycnia

on one of its leaves, in a garden at Hellington, East
Norfolk.
Only this one leaf was affected among more than
1000 plants examined. It was expected that the rust would
prove to be Puccinia caricis (Schum.) Reb. which occurs on
of a rust

the stinging-nettle

(

and has

Urtica dioica L.)

its

uredo- and

teleuto-spores on various sedges.

ascertain whether this

was

carried out.

so,

To
the following experiment was

On

April

24th, dead leaves of the sedge Carex hirta L. bearing plentiful

teleutospores of P. caricis were collected from a hedge-bottom
in

the vicinity, where they were in contact with

already heavily infected.

The sedge

U

.

dioica

leaves were draped about

a few plants in the centre of a large colony of U. mens. On
May 26th, 50 plants of U. mens were bearing pycnia within a
2-ft.

radius of the infection-centre, and a week later, ascidia

were formed.

young plants

Outside this radius, the
of

U.

mens

in

many thousands

of

other parts of the garden were

—
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quite free from rust.

remarkable that P. car ids does not
seem to have been found on l urens in Britain before a
It is

' .

;

possible explanation

may

be that normally this nettle comes up
too late to get infected, whereas in 1943 it was encouraged by
the warm weather of early spring to germinate well before its
usual time and plants less than 4 weeks old were producing
flowers from the axils of the second pair of leaves above the
cotyledons by April 15th.

E. A. Ellis.

Fungus Forays in 1943
In response to a suggestion from the British Mycological
Society, a limited number of members took part in a week-end
excursion to Wheatfen Broad on September 18th to 19th and
another to Stratton Strawless on October 21st. Some of the
more interesting species found are given below. Altogether,
83 kinds of fungi and 4 of mycetozoa were identified on the

Wheatfen foray and 127 fungi

at Stratton Strawless.

Wheatfen Broad
Clavaria ineequalis (Miill.) Oudl., C. kimzei Fr. and C. persimilis
Cotton, all growing among mosses and dead leaves in the wood.
Collybia tuberosa (Bull.) hr. growing from sclerotia in remains of old
Russula nigricans. Epithele typhce (Pers.) Pat. coating the dead leafbases on stems of Carex riparia.
Naucoria escharoides Fr. springing
from dead leaves under alders. Omphalia bellies ohnst. growing in
J
clusters from standing stems of reeds in an overgrown dyke between
Thack Marsh and Crake’s Marsh. Pistillaria aculeata Pat. on leafbases of Cladium.
Russula veternosa Fr. on the ground under oaks.
The Pyrenomycetes inch ded Gibberella zees (Schw.') Petch on Glyceria
maxima ; Melanospora parasitica Tul. on an entomogenous fungus
growing on a dead insect
Microsphcera alni (Wallr.) Wint. on living
leaves of guelder-rose
a Torrubiella on dead spiders and Xylaria longipes Nits, on fallen twigs of sycamore.
Poorly-developed specimens
of the green-staining cup-fungus, Chlorosplenium cerugincllum (Nyl.)
Karst, were present on dead stems of meadowsweet.
Among the
Coelomycetes, Melasmia salicina Lev. apud Tul. was seen on leaves of
Salix atrocinerea ; Psammina bommerics Rouss. & Sacc. on Phragmites
(a new host) and a Cryptomela resembling C. lyphee Died, on Glyceria
maxima. Hyphomycetes included Isaria tenuipes Peck, growing from
buried moth pupa; in Surlingham Wood and Carr
Gibellula araneartim
(Schw.) Syd. on dead spiders, and Cephalosporium subclavatum Petch
on a dead larva of the round-winged muslin moth.
;

;

;

Stratton Strawless

—There

was the usual fine displa}
of agarics in the scrub-woods where hornbeam and birch were
the commonest trees, with a sprinkling of sweet chestnut,
beech, oak and stumps of felled conifers.
The following
Hymenomycetes and Gasteromycetes were found (authors as
given in Carleton Rea
British B.as id iomycctcc)

r

:

:

—
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Amanita mappa, muscaria phalloides rubescens, virosa.
AmaniAnclrosaceus androsaceus.
topsis fulva, vaginata.
Armillaria mellea.
Boletus chrysenteron, scaber, versipellis.
Calocera cornea, viscosa.
Claudopus variabilis. Clavaria cinerea, fistuCantharellus cibarius.
losa, fu sifor mis,
incequalis,
invalii.
Clitocybe candicans, clavipes,
dealbata, ericetorum, flaccida, fragrans, gallinacea, nebulans, odora,
rivulosa, suaveolens, tuba.
Collybia butyracea, cirrhata, maculata,
tuberosa.
Coniophora puteana ;
Cortinarius brunneus, caninus,
castaneus, erythropus, hemitrichus, obtusus, rigidus.
Dacryomyces deliquescens. Flammula sapinea. Galera hypnorum, rubiginosa. Hebeloma
,

,

crustuliniforme glutinosum, longicaudum, mesophceum.
Hygrophorus
niveus.
Hypholonia fasciculare, hydrophilum.
Inocybe geophylla,
,

lanuginella. Laccaria laccata and var. amethystina. Lactarius blennius,
cimicarius, quietus, rufus, subdulcis, torminosus, turpis, vietus. Lepiota
cinnabarina,
cristata,
procera.
Leptonia lampropus.
Lycoperdon
depressum, perlatum, pyriforme. Marasmius oreades, peronatus. Mycena
capillaris, cinerella, elegans, epipterygia, galopus, pura, sanguinolenta,
vitilis.
Naucoria semiorbicularis.
Nolanea papillata.
Omphalia
fibula,
striipilea.
Paxillus atrotomentosus, involutus.
Pistillaria
puberula. Psilocybe itda. Russula cyanoxantha, emetica, fallax, fellea,
furcata, nigricans, ochroleuca, subfcetens, vesca, xerampelina.
Solenia
anomala. Sparassis crispa. Stereumpurpureum. Stropharia ceruginosa.

Tremellodon gelatinosum.
Tricholoma fulvum, nudum, portentosum,
sulphureum.
Tubaria furfuracea.
Typhula erythropus, phacorrhiza.
The Discomycetes included the beautiful Otidea onotica (Pers.) Fuckel.
The sterile mycelium of A nthina flammea was plentiful on fallen birch
leaves.

E. A. Ellis and G. J. Cooke.

Insects

Alder-flies
in

1943

;

the

(

Sialis lutaria L.)

lirst

seen, a male,

emerged

earlier

than usual

was basking on a reed

at

Wheat-

fen Broad, on April 11th.

Dragonflies were on the wing before their
usual time. Pyrrhosoma nymphula was the first to appear
(Wheatfen Broad, April 30th, D. H. Smith) and became
common in the following week. The earliest Libellula quadrimacnlata was on the wing at Wheatfen on May 27th.
Most kinds

of

Grouse-Locusts snared by Spiders
thought that such powerful

—

It

might have been

jumpers as grouse-locusts
would not fall an easy prey to spiders
therefore it seems
worth recording that two specimens of Tetrix subulatus were
seen to leap into spiders’ webs hung between grass-stalks on
a marsh wall at Hassingham, September 3rd, where they were
quickly seized and rolled in silk shrouds by the owners [Aranea
little

;

foliata).

Leaf-hoppers

—Common

froghoppers

(

Pkilcenus

leucoph-

thalmus L.) reached the adult state about a fortnight sooner

—
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than usual

several imagines were present at

;

Wheatfen on

June

14th, together with a few early Aplirophora salicis.

May

20th man}'

(“

-

larvae

A

of

salicis

.

On

were producing froth

cuckoo-spit ”) on willow shoots near the ground at Brundall

and it was noticed that hundreds of very small flies, including
some of the smallest parasitic hymenoptera, had become
drowned in the froth.

An uncommon

Two examples

Bug-

of the rare

and elusive

Aradus depressus Fab. were seen squatting on trunks of living
ash trees, accompanied by the bark-ladybirds, Chilosia simils,
in Surlingham Wood, May 13th.
A hunting-wasp and leaf-hoppers-—The various kinds of
solitary hunting wasps provide food in the shape of insects and
spiders, stored in underground larders, for their young.
Each
species usually confines
I

its

have been unable to find

quadrifasciatus

choice of prey to a particular type.
anjr reference to the

taking

(Fabr.)

adult

wasp Hoplisus

leaf-hoppers

for

this

purpose, although closely allied species are known to attack
the larvae and nymphs
therefore the following observation
;

is

of interest.

On August

15th, 1943, a female of

H. quadri-

was seen to enter a burrow it had made in marshy
garden soil at Wheatfen Broad, carrying an imago of the

fasciatus

common

forghopper

(

Philcenus

leucophthalmus

L.).

Upon

examination a few minutes later, the slightly slanting burrow
was found to contain at the bottom five of these insects, all
“ stung ” into quiescence, and
on the under-side of one of these
the wasp had fastened a single egg.
of the hoppers could

still

move

On

the following day, one

the hind tarsi slightly, showing

had been merely narcotized and not killed by the wasp.
H. quadrifasciatus seems addicted to fenny localities. Curtis
found it at Horning more than a century ago
Bridgman
recorded it from Brundall and Heigham and Atmore regarded
that

it

;

it

as

common

in the King’s

Lynn

district

;

I

found

it

visiting

Angelica blooms at Alderfen Broad, August 9th, 1936.
One of the digger-wasps, Ammophila sabulosa (L.) seems
to be rather common in sandy places in Norfolk, both inland

and on the
study of

its

coast,

and should

offer

habits in catching

garden at Old Lakenham

many

opportunities for the

and burying its prey. In my
watched one of these insects

in 1939, I

drag a large green caterpillar for a distance of thirty feet to

its
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wasp took an erratic
course through the undergrowth of crops and weeds and had to
at no time did it take wing to do any
pass under a wire fence
scouting.
On arrival at the hole in some loose sandy ground,
the prey was relinquished for a few moments while the wasp
cleared away the obstruction with which it had concealed the
entrance.
A mmophila inspected its recess, then dragged the
caterpillar into it
a pause ensued while no doubt an egg was
being laid, then the insect emerged and proceeded to fill up the
hole with loose earth, which was partly scraped in by the feet
the final closure was
and partly inserted with the mandibles
effected by the placing of a fragment of gravel at the top and
covering this with fine dust scattered by actions resembling
those of a scratching hen. The concealment was perfect
and the wasp, after a momentary toilet, flew off to plan another
operation.
These insects seem to spend their lives in a territory
otherwise it would be hard
which they get to know in detail

hole.

In accomplishing this task, the

;

;

;

;

to account for the zig-zag course taken along the ground

merely directional homing-instinct would not

suffice,

and

:

a
air

reconnaissance did not play a part in the operation described
above. A. sabulosa is at home on the breck-type soils of Upper

Hellesdon and Drayton

Mousehold Heath

;

a specimen was brought to

me from

and Dr. G. E. Deacon found
gardens
Brundall on September 1st

in August, 1943

another in his garden at

frequently offer suitable conditions in the

;

way

of

broken

soil

and consequently attract these useful insects.
Skull-cap sawfly In Norfolk fens, the blue skull-cap is
commonly attacked by the larvae of a sawfly, Athalia scutellance
Cam., which is sometimes double-brooded. In 1943 I saw
hundreds swarming over their host-plants in a damp hollow of
Surlingham Wood on May 13th, when one pair was in cop.
Full-grown larvae were present in July and the flies were
common again in August and September.
Salt-marsh mosquitoes breeding inland In the autumn

—

—

numbers of extremely vicious mosquitoes were
present in the reed-swamps and Glyceria - beds bordering the
Members of this
river Yare at Wheatfen and Strumpshaw.
of 1943, great

society suffered unusual persecution while crossing the marshes
on their fungus foray of September 17th, although in previous

years

I

had never experienced trouble from mosquitoes

to

any

)
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marked degree on these open marshes
mosquito

(the

dominant

local

Anopheles claviger
(

keeps mainly to the woods and
carrs).
dhe marsh insects turned out to be Aedes detritus
Haliday a species normally inhabiting brackish swamps near
,

the coast.

\

o account for their presence in large

numbers so

one can only suggest that the high tides of recent
winters, bringing salt water to Rockland Broad and beyond,
have encouraged this extension of breeding-range. It will be
far inland,

how

interesting to see

newly-won

in their

long the unwelcome colonists can persist

territory.

Feeding habits of a drone-fly—The behaviour of the
common drone-fly Eristalis tenax L.) when visiting flowers of
field-bindweed at Upper Hellesdon on August 9th, seems
(

worth recording. Several of these insects, in bright sunshine,
were calling at the flowers round about mid-day, and they
were seen to be following a definite feeding ritual. Each fly

made

a meal of pollen from the anthers, working round
these in a circle, then took a dip at the nectaries at the last
first

moment

before passing on to a fresh blossom
this process was
repeated exactly each time. These flies are in the habit of
;

visiting
“

many

types of flowers, but whether the pollen

washed down

flies

” in this

way remains

also are great pollen-eaters,

might be studied

Fly

v.

in this

Mayfly

is

to be discovered.

and

their feeding

always

Hover
methods

connection.

—During the nuptial

flight of flies

belonging

to the family Empidae, the female

is nearly always found to be
holding prey in the form of some other insect, previously caught
and passed to her by the male. In a garden at Hellington on

May

21st,

1943, a pair of

Rhamphomyia

cinerascens Mg.

was

observed, in which the female was holding a mayfly as prey.

Beetle grubs damaging telephone poles
longicorn beetle Prionus coriarius L.

is

fairly

—The

common

large
in the

upper Bure region of Norfolk, where its larvae feed gregariously
in rotten oak-stumps.
I have seen examples from Salhouse,
Hoveton, Frettenham and St. Faith’s among insects brought

Norwich Castle Museum for determination in recent years.
Books on forest entomology do not give this species prominence
as a timber pest
its attacks seem to be made chiefly on wood
which has already been softened by some other agent of decay.
to

;

In

1943, this insect gave the telephone authorities a spot of
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In March a pine stay-block attached to
the strut of a telephone-pole at Hautbois was found to have

bother

in Norfolk.

been rendered unsafe by a large grub, which had eaten away a
cavity running hve feet through the strut
then, in November,
;

the rotten base of another pole on the Hainford-Spixworth

road was found riddled by the tunnellings of similar larvse to a
depth of three feet from ground-level in both cases the insects
;

damage proved to be P. coriarius.
Wood-boring beetle new to Norfolk A female

responsible for the

—

timber-beetle,

Criocephalus polonicus Muls. was found in a

pine

It

Yarmouth

November, 1942 (P. E. Rumbeseems probable that this insect was introduced in

floor-board at Gt.
low).

of a rare

wood from

in

a foreign source, though this species occurs

naturally in a few British woodlands, notably the

*Food of the glow-worm (Lampyris

New

Forest.

noctiluca L.)

—The

most interesting account of the glow-worm’s light-apparatus
and way of getting food is to be discovered in the writings of
He makes clear the method by which this insect
J. H. Fabre.
bites snails and sends them to sleep before making a meal of

Numbers of different kinds of snails
among them the common garden snail Helix
them.

(

are

attacked,

aspcrsa Mull.),

though only a short list of these seems to have been given in
At Wheatfen Broad on May 6th, 1943, a two-thirdsbooks.
developed Aricinta arbustorum (L.) was seen taken by a female

glow-worm, and at Hassingham on September 3rd, a Succinea
putris (L.), by a larva.
^Ladybirds taking nectar—Though plant-lice make up
the chief food of ladybirds and their larvae, the sweet substance
for example, by Coccinella 7of flowers is sometimes taken
punctata and Synharmonia conglobata on Angelica sylvestris at
Strumpshaw Marsh, August 30th, 1943, and by C. 7 -punctata
on Peuccdanum sativum at Haddiscoe the day after.
Flowers visited by Bombylius major L. The furrv-bodied
:

—

which hovers before flowers in the same way as the
humming-bird hawk-moth, plays a useful part in the crossbee-fly,

pollination

of

early spring

blossoms.

It

is

attracted alike

by the violet-blue trumpets of ground-ivy, the white stars of
stitchwort and the yellow heads of dandelion under the hedges
It must now be included as a little helper
in April and May.
* Notes

written in LSasic English.

)
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in orchards, for in April,

1943, it was seen busy among the
apple-blossoms on Mr. H. Hotblack’s fruit-farm at Hellington.
It is a curious reflection on the economy of
Nature, that the

Bombylius, which

in its larval stages is

bees (not the hive-bee),

still

a parasite on solitary-

carries out the function of pollina-

which would have been performed by
Insects caught by Rhododendron

tion

•

Rhododendron ponticum L.

its hosts.

Young

:

shoots

of

by a resinous
substance, such as one notices on the familiar “ stickv
of the horse-chestnut.
On May 13th, 1943, in Surlingood, many insects were found to have perished miserably
in spring are protected

gummy
buds

ham

W

in the toils of

rhododendron gum, which had the same effect as
grease-banding of a iruit tree. Most of the victims were small
flies, the largest found being a teneral
scorpion-fly Panorpa
communis L.), numbers of which, with the related P. germanica,
were sitting about the bushes after recent emergence.
(

Lepidoptera
than usual

Many

kinds of butterflies emerged earlier

Norfolk in 1943, encouraged by the exceptional
spring warmth,
the wall brown [P. megera) was on the wing
at

in

Rockland

Mary and

adjoining villages on May 2nd
the
small heath (C pamphilus) at Eaton and Surlingham, May 16th
ringlet {A. hyperanthus) on the Wheatfen marshes,
June 27th
green hairstreak (C. rubi) at West Runton (E.
Waller), April
St.

;

.

;

;

J.

18th

small copper (L. phlccas ) at Hellington, May 16th
orange-tip [E. cardamines) at Eaton (G.
J. Cooke), April 13th
large skipper [0. venata visiting flowers of bugle at Wheatfen,
;

;

May

27th.

he peacock (N. io) and small tortoiseshell A urticce) did not
survive hibernation in large numbers, since many perished on
being tempted out of doors prematurely by intermittent sunny
1

(

periods in the winter

.

it is probable that none of the hibernants
on beyond the first week of May. Small tortoiseshells were
laying eggs on nettles at Hellington, April 18th and butterflies
from these began to emerge on June 19th
caterpillars of the
next generation were full-fed in the same place on July 25th.
;

lived

;

The

single

summer brood

on the other hand, did
not emerge any earlier than usual
single butterflies were
noticed first on July 24th at Wendling (A. H. Turner) and
Bramerton
by the second week of September many were
seeking winter quarters in houses.
of peacocks,
;

;
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The comma P c-album) came through hibernation in
early specimens were noticed at Wheatfen,
small numbers
March 14th and Eaton (G. J. Cooke), April 5th. Insects of the
first summer brood began to appear on June 1 1th at Bramerton,
but the main emergence was in July and August, when these
.

(

;

were reported from many parts of the county, including Norwich, Hellington, Surlingham, Hassingham, Brundall,
Haddiscoe, Buxton Lamas, Hethersett, Attleborough, Thetford,
and north coastal districts. Full-fed caterpillars were pupating
in the first week of September and a second emergence took
butterflies

place at the end of the

month

late records included several

;

seen in gardens at Blakeney and Cley, October 11th (R. N.
Craske),

Ashmanhaugh, October 10th

(A. Duffield)

ham, October 29th (Mrs. E. C. Smith). A
parasitised some of the comma caterpillars.
It is to

losing

be feared that the white admiral

its

records to

20th

(S.

The

and

large Tachinid fly

(L. Camilla )

recently-acquired foothold in Norfolk.

hand

for 1943 are of a

Elling-

may

be

The only

colony at Upper Stoke, June

E. Hill) and at Wheatfen Broad in July.

large tortoiseshell [N. polychlorus)

county, although

it is

is

rarely seen in this

Mr. A. C.

locally established in Suffolk.

Savin saw one specimen at Cromer in July and Mrs. E. C.
Smith counted six at Ellingham Hall in August and September.
At Ellingham, two specimens entered the house in September,
apparently bent on hibernation, but they were found dead a
another came indoors on November 14th, but
few days later
;

this also died

The

on the following day.

white-letter hairstreak

(S.

w-album) was reported in

One silvergreat numbers in parts of Breckland in 1943.
washed fritillary {A. paphia ) was seen at West Runton (A. C.
Savin),

July

25th

and small pearl-bordered

fritillaries

at

Happisburgh (M. D. Joel,) July 23rd.
During the war years, the elephant hawk-moth ( D elpenor)
seems to have become more common than formerly in Norwich,
where its caterpillars feed on rose-bay willow-herb ( Epilobium
angustifolium), a plant which has spread widely on the sites of
bombed buildings in this city. The year 1943 was marked by a
.

many parts
A caterpillar of the very local alder-moth A crony da

great abundance of privet
of Norfolk.

alni )

was found

hawk-moths

(S. ligustri) in

(

at

Ashby

St.

Mary by

Mrs. Gilbert, in July.

)
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The following notes deal with some of the regular immigrant
butterflies

and moths which cannot normally maintain them-

selves in the winter climate of the British Isles.

The swarms of painted ladies (V. cardui which arrived in
Devon and Cornwall at the end of May and spread N. and N.E.
seem to have

filtered

into Norfolk only to an insignificant

May

extent.

One

16th

H. Turner) and one was seen flying strongly eastward

(x\.

tattered specimen appeared at Wendling,

through Davey Place
of this early

out June.

in

Norwich on the

18th.

Faded

insects

immigration were noticed here and there through-

A

newly-emerged specimen of the secondary brood
was observed at Attleborough on July 15th (G. H. Buncombe),
but few others were seen during the rest of the summer except
on the coast M. D. Joel took several at Happisburgh between
;

August 10th and 16th and one at Horsey Mere. In September,
odd stragglers were observed at Wheatfen Broad and Horning
(A. Duffield).

Red admirals

(F. atalanta were never common in Norfolk
Of the early immigrants in worn condition, one was
seen flying eastward at Rockland St. Mary, May 27th and
)

in 1943.

another at Hellington, June 11th. Insects of the next brood
were flying here on June 19th (making northward) at Hellington

and Wendling
widely

(A.

H. Turner) and odd specimens were seen at

July and August. Single
butterflies flying strongly westward were noticed at Norwich
scattered

points

during

August 19th and Bradeston, September 5th, and
another in Norwich on September 9th. A late specimen was
seen at Ashmanhaugh, October 10th (A. Duffield).
Castle,

Clouded yellow

(C. croceus )

:

an exceptionally early specimen

immigrant from North Africa was noticed at Gt. Yarmouth on May 31st (P. E. Rumbelow), a fortnight after the
of this

had appeared on the south coast. Butterflies
of the next brood were reported from several Norfolk localities
in late summer, viz., two at Hargham, July 25th (G. H. Buncombe), a pair at Barton Broad, August 18th and one at
Alderfen the following day (A. E. Ellis), one at Hoveton,
August 25th and one at Ashmanhaugh August 26th (A. Duffield),
others at Ellingham and Beccles (Mrs. E. C. Smith) and Hingham (Mrs. Nickerson) the same month.
first

arrivals
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Although no death’s-head hawk moths appear to have been
seen locally, a few pupae were found by potato-pickers at East
Ruston early in October, showing that there must have been
at least a

minor immigration

of this species.

Three convolvulus hawk moths were taken during the
one male at Strumpshaw, July 7th (G. E. Deacon),
season
one at Hoveton, September 3rd (A. Duffield) and the third at
:

Norwich, September 16th.
Mr. A. H. Turner made counts of silver Y moths Plusia
the
gamma) at flowers in his garden at Wendling in May
16th (1), 19th (8), 20th (50),
numbers fluctuated as follows
22nd (18), 23rd (8), 25th (1), 26th (100), 27th (10), 30th (12)
(

;

:

;

so far, no special directional

movement had been

noticed, then,

on the 31st over 300 were counted, all moving more or less in a
definite line N.N.E., calling momentarily at flowers of dame’slhe majority of the
violet Hesperis matronalis) on the way.
(

moths were

in the

worn and frayed condition common

to early

immigrants.

One humming-bird hawk moth was picked up dead

Grammar

School on July 20th (M. D. Joel).
Cabbage-white butterflies in 1943

— The

(Pieris rapce L.)

began to appear

in

Norwich

at Paston

small

at the

white

end

of

March and by mid-April was common throughout built-up
it remained active up to the end of May,
areas in East Anglia
after which few were seen until mid- July when thousands
Its numbers diminished rapidly
flocked in local gardens.
during August, and there was only a slight emergence of a
The large white P brassicce L.)
further brood in the autumn.
;

.

(

was

May

first

noticed on April 18th

19th,

when

there

;

only a few were seen until

was a sudden

and mating was
the Norwich district after
increase,

Very few were flying in
the first week in June, and the caterpillars were not inordinately
On July 29th vast swarms of the butterflies came
plentiful.
on the Suffolk
in from the sea at Aldeburgh and Felixstowe
Within the next few days
coast, during an anticyclone.
thousands more arrived at Lowestoft, flying to the S.W., and
observed.

cloud against the rising sun. A small
“ a great ball ” of
boy next day found what he described as

appearing

like a black

white butterflies clustered in a marsh at

and Lincolnshire

St. Olaves.

also received big influxes, the

\ orkshire

main trend

of
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being to the south and west.

flight

No spectacular immigration

was observed in Norfolk at this time, but during the first week
of August reports were received from many parts of the county
indicating that there were local concentrations of these butterflies

one day, followed by their disappearance the next, as they

moved

The evidence goes

farther inland.

to

show that the

migrants passed through East Anglia without settling down
in East Norfolk certainly there was little damage
done to brassica crops by caterpillars of the large white, whereas
in the West of England they assumed plague proportions.

to lay eggs

A

;

egg-laying was observed here in early August, but the

little

insects responsible

From time

may have

been of local

origin.

to time, people investigating the

movements

of

swarms have used various systems of marking the
wings with spots of colour, by which they might be traced on
butterfly

On August

their journeys.

with

21st this year, a female P. brassica

wings completely suffused with vermilion powder was
captured in Norwich (W. Henning). What may have been
its

another specimen similarly marked had attracted attention
while flying southward

Andrew on

down

the Yare Valley at Thorpe St.

the previous day (A. E. Ellis).

British entomologists

was carried out

have

failed to

Enquiries

among

show that the marking

in this country.

E. A. E.

Invertebrates other than Insects
Gordian Worms From time to time the curiosity of
gardeners is excited by the finding of slender horny threadworms on the ground after showers in summer. At Gt.
Yarmouth I have heard them called locally “ deep-earth

—

’

worms

’

from the

belief that

reached by the spade

they normally

normal digging.

in

below the level
Nearly every year,
live

one or more specimens are brought to Norwich Museum and in
every case the creature has turned out to be Gordius aquations
L.,

named from

the gordian worm, so

into intricately coiled knots.
especially

insects,

which
earth.

is

the reason

beetles

why

it

It

is

its

itself

an internal parasite of

such as the
is

habit of tying

common

cockchafer,

not often found at large in the

Through being able

to coil into a very small space, it
can thrive inside beetles of relatively small size. On June
12th,

1943, a

little girl,

Sylvia Hook, found a black ground-

—

—

——
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squashed

it.

To her
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and promptly

body came a

surprise, out of its

full-sized

gordian worm, which she brought, with the remains of the
beetle ( Ophonus pubescens Ml.) to the museum for identification.

Leeches attacking geese

The

leech Protoclepsis tessellata

Mull., of rare occurrence in Britain, has a reputation on the

Continent for attacking wildfowl as they paddle

in the water.

Remarkable confirmation of this was obtained by Captain
M. J. D. Cockle at Wheatfen Broad on July 10th, 1943, when he
took 100 small specimens of this leech from the eyes of eight

On

domestic geese.

July 22nd

I

secured two specimens from

duckweed covered dyke in the vicinity, one of them
being fully adult and determinable as P. tessellata.
Early appearance of polyzoa Lophopus crystallinus
(Pall.) came forth much earlier than usual in the spring of 1943
many full-grown polypes were found attached to submerged
roots and branches in a tidal dyke (freshwater) at the sluice
in the south-east corner of Surlingluim Wood on March 14th.
Alder leaf-galls The little red excrescences dotted about
over the surface of alder leaves are produced by mites Eriophyes
Icevis Nal.
In 1943 the early development of foliage was
followed by a correspondingly hastened activity on the part
of the gall-mites, and at Wheatfen, by May 6th, the mite-larvae
had produced quite a number of galls.
Snails of clay land The snail Azeca goodalli (Fer.) appears
to be absent from the greater part of Norfolk and has hitherto

a shady,

;

—

been known from only one locality in this county. In 1943,
it turned up among shells washed out of the banks of a landdrain,

The

near

its

source in the boulder-clay area at \Y acton.

species associated with

obscura,
nitidula,

Clausilia

Hdicella

rugosa,
(

it

were Cochlicopa

Gonyodiscus

Candidula

gigaxii,

)

Trichia hispida, Trichia striolata,
tensis

and Helix

Cepxa

lubrica,

Ena

rotundatus,

Retinella

Monacha

cantiana,

nemoralis, Cepcea hor-

aspersa.

£, A. E.

Mammals

The harvest-mouse

in

Norfolk

Mechanised agriculture

has brought about the disappearance of the harvest mouse
from most of the corn lands in this county. This attractive
little

mammal

is

now almost

confined to

its

natural

home
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in

the reed-swamps of our river- valleys.

In

1943,

1

came

upon several of its beautifully-woven nests at Wheatfen,
Strumpshaw and Hassingham
two of these were formed of
sedge leaves, one of reed and one of the grass Glyceria maxima.
I picked up one of the mice on a marsh trackway near Hassingham Broad in September
as usual, many parasitic mites
were present in the fur, but no Mallophaga.
£ ^ £
;

;

Geology
Fossils of erratic chalk in n.e. Norfolk
followed up the indications given in

my

— In

1942

my

wife

paper “ On correlation

of some of the Norfolk

exposures of chalk with Belemnitella
rmicronata,” p. 15, of chalk at the " Chalk Pit Farm, Giming-

ham

” (which should have been described as Lime Kiln Farm,

me chalk from this point,
and two bomb craters on Painters

She was able to get

Southrepps).

and from a more recent kiln
Farm, all of which is assumed

Farm exposure

(1)

The Lime Kiln

to be erratic.

yielded the following fossils

:

B ourgueticr inns,

Echinocorys (fragments), Inoceramus (fragments), Porosphcera

and Iietispinopora. The more recent kiln marked
on the Ordnance 6" sheet as an excavation (2), yielded Belemnitella (short and slender), Cidaris, Echinocorys
(fragments),

globularis

Inoceramus (fragments), Pycinaster magnificus Spen., Crania
Crania is a very interesting genus to find
(3) and asteroids.
represented here, as the ribbed forms up to the zone of Actino-

camas quadratus are

all

identified as C.

ignabergensis Retz.,

while in the zone of B. mucronata there appears to be a progressive enlargement of the shell

and a widening

of its ribs

through the Trimingham form up to C. costata Sow.

Trimingham form,

For the

would be an appropriate specific
name. In the absence of figures and descriptions it is difficult
to be sure what Rowe meant by Crania ignabergensis, var.
striata.
The chalk thrown up from the bomb craters (3)
trimensis

yielded only fragments.

placed in the

Mundesley

The Southrepps specimens

will

be

Institute.

The Polyzoon recorded from an erratic near Overstrand
church, on the same page of the paper mentioned at the beginning of this note, is now known to be Flustrellaria Membrani pora) griffithi Bryd., a species with a long range.
The specimen
is now in Norwich Castle Museum.
R. M. Brydone, f.g.s.
(
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HARRY EDWARD HURRELL,

F.R.M.S.

Mr. H. E. Hurrell, who died at Boscombe aged 85 on February
16th, 1942, had been for many years the doyen of microscopists
in his native Norfolk.
At the time of his death he was President
the
of
Gt. Yarmouth Naturalists’ Society and President-elect
of the N. and N. Naturalists’ Society, and had been for long
an active member of the Quekett Microscopical Club, a Fellow
of the Royal Microscopical Society and an Associate of the

Marine Biological Association.

Born at Norwich, he was educated at the school connected
with Carrow Works. He owed his introduction to microscopic
life to Octavius Corder, the Norwich chemist, for whom he
worked as a laboratory assistant at the age of 12. After spending some time as a “ printer’s devil ” at Fletcher’s in Norwich,
he joined the clerical
1879.

Two

years

staff of the

later,

News Company in
Yarmouth to establish

Norfolk

he was sent to

which he remained manager for 53 years.
In a very busy life, he managed to devote considerable time
to the study of the microscopic plants and animals in the
waterways of east Norfolk, concentrating especially on polyzoa

a branch

office,

of

These interests were fostered by his early
friendship with most of the leading workers in these fields,
notably Charles Rousselet and David L. Bryce. At the same
time, he achieved a high standard of excellence in the technique
of making microscopic preparations, covering almost the whole

and

rotifers.

range of botanical and zoological material

;

here again he was

and to the end
of his life kept abreast of the latest developments in fixing and
His beautiful preparations were
staining microscopic objects.
a feature of many of the soirees held by the Quekett Club and
assisted

by a great

pioneer,

Abraham

Flatters,

the R.M.S. in London, and in recent years his displays at
meetings of Yarmouth naturalists aroused fresh interest in

microscopy

in that town.
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He
in

took a leading part in local scientitic activities, both

the field and lecture room,

ment

Societies

He

and contributed to the entertainUnion of Scientific

of the British Association, the S.E.

and similar bodies during

corresponded with

the

their visits

keenest

students

of

to Norfolk.

freshwater

polyzoa and rotifera in Europe and America and was generous
in

supplying his superb specimens to other workers and to

museums. He contributed papers on his special subjects to
American and British journals of microscopy, and these reveal
his enterprise in the search for little-known forms and the
success of his methods in rearing and manipulating them in his
pond-life laboratory.
He never had enough leisure for continuing these researches to the extent possible for a professional
biologist,

but he encouraged

upon such a

career.

share his discoveries

many

a young student to embark

As a true naturalist he liked always to
and delighted to bring others into the fold.

With his wife, he took an active part in the musical life of
Yarmouth and Norwich. He was a member of the Norwich
Festival chorus for many years, secretary of the Yarmouth
Orchestral Society, a cornet-player in the orchestra of the

Musical Society and for 40 years choirmaster of the King
Street Congregational Church at Yarmouth.
Music and
science were oddly

combined when he used

to practise the

bassoon in a corner of his laboratory, among the microscopes

and aquaria, the books and the
In

the

bottles.

days of Norfolk’s great field-naturalist, A.

H.

John Knowlittle ”), Mr. Hurrell was “ Harry
”
Knowless
and when they both discoursed on natural history
topics in the Eastern Daily Press there ensued some of the most
Patterson

(“

delightful correspondence of this kind that ever appeared in

those columns.

In accordance with Mr. Hurrell’s wishes,
slides

and other preparations

many

of polyzoa, rotifera, etc., together

with the relevant literature, have been placed
Castle

Museum,

of his best

for use in the “ Norfolk

Room

in

Norwich

” in which he

took a keen interest.

E. A. Eli.is.
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F.L.S.

Miss A. M. Geldart died at 2, Cotman Road, Thorpe, on May
4th, 1942, in the house where she was born and which had
remained her home for 80 years. She was the daughter of
H. D. Geldart, an original member of this Society and the
mainstay of Norfolk botany during the latter part of the 19th
century.
Miss Geldart became interested in plants at an early
age and after her father’s death in 1902, added to his valuable
herbarium.

In a house with a fine botanical library and busy

with the comings and goings of botanists from far and near,
she became absorbed in the historical aspect of the subject

human
This
of

is

Sir

;

the

more than the plants.
exemplified by her rich portrayal of the days and doings
J. E. Smith, the Hookers and their contemporaries
side interested her perhaps even

among Norfolk

botanists,

which were the subjects of her

presidential addresses to this Society in 1914

and

In her

1931.

youth she met and talked with people such as Hampden Glasspoole, Frederic Kitton, Thomas Brightwell, Clement Reid and
Colonel Fielden, the outstanding makers of botanical history,
who had connections with Norfolk at that period. Later, she
maintained contact with Arthur Bennett, E. F. Linton and
indeed became acquainted with nearly every British botanist of
note in her lifetime. As a child she remembered the occasion
of the British Association’s visit to Norwich in 1868, when the
great plant pathologist M. J. Berkeley stayed at her father’s
house. When the Association came once again to the city in
1935, she planned the memorable botanical excursions, the
success of which was due to her characteristic zest and thoroughIn 1939 she was elected a Fellow of the Linnean Society
ness.
of London, an honour entirely suited to her exceptional achievements and her family’s history.
Her

interests

included Egyptology, water-colour painting,

and wood- work, chess and gardening. She gave
much time to parochial work, was a president of the Norfolk and
Norwich Library, and was for many years a violinist in the
leather, metal

Norwich Philharmonic

orchestra.

Miss Geldart joined this Society in 1903, served on
mittees a great many times and became its first

its

com-

woman
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"

From 1930 to 1935 she edited the “ Transactions
and was made an honorary member in 1941 in appreciation of
her many services.
president.

Her

formed in Norfolk and
specimens, has been given by the

father’s herbarium, the finest ever

many

containing

historic

family to Norwich Castle Museum.
E. A. Ellis.

REGINALD MARR BRYDONE,

F.G.S.

Mr. R. M. Brydone, who died at Mundesley on August 6th,
1943, aged 70, was attracted to the study of geology, while a
boy at Winchester College, by the influence of the late Mr.
After leaving Winchester he went on geologiCharles Griffith.
cal expeditions with Mr. Griffith in Hampshire, and the results
of these journeys were published in The Stratigraphy of the Chalk
of Hants (1912), Notes on new or imperfectly known Chalk
”
He was
(Geol. Mag., 1909 onward) and other papers.
Polyzoa
elected to a classical scholarship at New College and obtained a
Subsequently
first-class degree in Classics and Natural Science.
he

received

first-class

admitted as a
in his

solicitor,

honours

and

examination

the

in

his geological studies

scanty leisure time.

Nearly

all

when

were continued

important exposures of

chalk in south and east England received his attention at

some time and the thousands
stratified,

which he has placed

of cretaceous fossils, carefully

museums

in the chief

of the

areas concerned, bear witness to his assiduous field-work.

Norfolk, he

made an

epic study of the

Trimingham

In

chalk, the

only example remaining of the end-phase of the cretaceous
period,

and from 1900

until the

end

of his

life

he continued to

publish observations on this zone, which perhaps interested

him above

all

others.

Geology have appeared

While most
in

of

his

the Geological Magazine and the

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, our

on “

contributions to

own

Transactions

Chalk ” (XIII, 47),

The Norwich
“The course of Marsupites and Uintacrinus across Norfolk
(XIII, 115) and “ The zone of granulated Actinocamax in East

contain articles by him

’’

Anglia ” (XIII, 285).
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During his long illness in retirement at Mundesley, Mr.
Brydone devoted his energies to the sorting out and placing
of his valuable specimens in the

museums of Norwich, Cambridge

and Ipswich, where they

remain an indispensable source

will

of reference to geologists of the future.
dispersal, the perfect

consummation

In carrying out this

of a life's work, he

had

the untiring help of Mrs. Brydone, who, with their daughter,

remains

Norfolk.

in

E. A. Ellis.

H. F.

WITHERBY.

would be impossible to exaggerate the loss to Ornithology
sustained by the death on December 11th, 1943, of Harry
It

Forbes Witherby.

Founder and editor of the monthly journal “ British Birds,”
originator and organizer of the British bird-ringing scheme,
editor and chief author of the “ Practical Handbook of British
Birds ” and of the later and more comprehensive “ Handbook,”
he had established an authority and reputation amongst his
fellow workers unequalled, I believe, by any British Ornithologist either of the present day or in the past.
This unique position was attained by no means solely through
his wide and extensive knowledge of his subject and the many
valuable contributions which he

made

to

it,

but almost equally

perhaps by his great personality, personal charm and extraHe was the fountain head of knowledge
ordinary accessibility.
to

whom

all

and sundry

interested in birds could,

and

did,

apply for a solution of their problems, and nothing could
exceed the care and patience which he gave to replying to

unknown correspondents.
Witherby paid a number of visits to

these often

spring of

1943,

Norfolk, the

last, in

the

being memorable for his having been shown,

Marsh Harriers’
He was president of the Norfolk and Norwich
nests in the day.
Naturalists Society in 1928-29, and was a life member of the

much

to his

delight,

a record

number

of

Norfolk Naturalists Trust.
the writer the loss of Harry Witherby is not only that of
the greatest ornithologist of his generation, but also of a valued
personal friend of many years standing.

To

B. B. Riviere.
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SALE OF TRANSACTIONS.
Copies of past issues of this Society’s Transactions

may

be

obtained upon application to the Assistant Secretary, c/o The
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Museum, Norwich,
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volume

will
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:

—
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until three years after publication.

early

numbers have been

some parts are out

The

drastically

of print (chiefly in

Society’s stocks of

reduced recently and

Volumes

1

to 8.)
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